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In June, 1978 The University of
WisconSin-Milwaukee's Institute of
World Affairs and the United States
Department of State, with the co-
operation of The Johnson Founda-
tion, convened a conference on
"United States Security and the
Soviet Challenge." Because this
meeting concentrated on the status
Of the proposed SALT TWO treaty,
speakers included representatives
from the Unieed States Department
of Defense and the United States
Llepartment of State, as well as
Paul Warnke, then the nation's
chief negotiaIor for the ALT TWO
talks.

In order to present a differing
analysis of the issue tq essentially
the same audience, an invitation
was extended to the Committee on
the Present Danger to present that
orgarLization's, point of view. This
was done in a spirit cohsistent with
the principle of balanced dialogue
at Wingspread ?Irgetings. The edu-
Cational miAion of The University
pf Wisconsin-Milwaukee's Institute
of World Affairg 4 e9ually dedicated
to presenting diff ring.points of
view on issues of t s
,diverse points of vi w are best pre-
sented at the Aame` eeting, but for
reasons of logistics it is not always
possible, and a folloW-up meeting is
arranged in ordento achieve balance.

Amondpersons invited to both
meetings by The University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee's Institute of
World Affairs were members of the
Wisconsin Citizens' catif.inet, a group
of opinion leaders organized through
the work Of the Institute of World
Affairs and The Johnson Fouhda-
tion for the purpose of keeping
citizens informed on foreign policy
issues. -"-

When the meeti ith the Com-
mittee on the P ent Danger was
held in February, 1979, its timeliness
occurred to all those present, given
the dien-recent visit to the United
Stas of Vice Premier Deng Xiaoping.
of tIlp people's Republic Ithina.

FOREWORD

We were aware of the imphcations
which the visit might have for
United States-Soviet detente. How-
ever, it can be said that in any
period, it is important to offer opinion
leaders balanced presentations of a
timely topic, because we live in a
climate of constant political, eco-
nomic and social change.

Of all the foreign policy issues with
which the United States' citizenry
,must be familiar .and expless its
views4or the consideration of
government representatives, none
is moreimportant to the security of.
the nation than being sufficiently
knowledgeable, complex as the issue
is, to think through ways to prevent
the unthinkable holocaust of a
nuclear war.

In, my welcome to participants at
the Wingspread meeting reference
was made to some of the conferences
in which The Johnson Foundation .
has recently cooperated. The scope

oof
these included: *

Alt

cooperation with the President's
CoMmission on Mental Health,
reducing urban youth unem-
ployment,
coping with changes in American
family life,
improving education in basic
skills,
prevention of child abuse,
long-tetnicdre and the aging of
America,
wilderness preservation,
formation of a National Coalition'
for Jail Reform,
a planning meeting on the
United Nations' Year of the
Child.

It is tippr4riate for The Johnson
Foundation to assist in convening
specialists to discuss these subjects,

.but we must never forget that pro-
grams conducted to improve the
human condition will count for
nothing if we live under a cloud of
fear that millions of lives may 'be
lost and the physical environment
become unlivahle thrgugh nuclear

0

destruction and contamination.

To think through and, work out
ways of preventing the unthinkable,
while assuring United States secu-
rity, is why two Wingspread meet-
ings were held. We are indebted to
the Committee on- the Present
Danger and the Institute of World
Affairs of The University of Wis-
consin-Milkaukee, including Pro-
fess r Carol Baumann who'was

rCh person for this presentation.

Tne Johnson Foundation, acting on
policy set by the Trustees, will
continue its role of advan.cing public
understanding`df this overriding
issue through open and balanced
dialogue, alwayg hdpeful that these
endeavors ma.y help, however
modestly, to prevent the disaster
which would result from the use of
nuclear weapons.

Les lie Paffrath
A Pregident

The JohnsoTh-Foundation
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"... Unless we take urgent measures at once
to reverse current :trends, the Russwns in a
few years' time will have the capacay to
fight a nuclear war and to win such a war
in the mihtary s'ense of ending up in undis-
puted command of the battlefield and being
in a posaion to dictate the peace."

Nun! Naze. former Deputy
Secretary of Refense 'and member
of the United States SA LT dekgation
from l96g:l974
May 7, 1478

In June, 1978 a group of WiscOnsin
civic le4ders !net for a briefing on
the SALT TWO negotiations ,by
chief United States $ALT negotiator
Paul C. Warnke and other United
States*government officials. The
principal elements of ,the treaty
expeicted to etnerge from the tails
were'described, The Acizinistration
spokesmen argued that astable
strategic nuclear balance Sexists
today and that the SALT TWO
treaty, as proposed, was a sound,
fair, verifiable agreement that would
enhance United States s'ecurity and %
place limits on the buildup of nuMear

., weapons. .

Many thoughtWand concerned
persons 'disagree. The other side of
the coin in the developing national
debate on SALT is the position that
the Sovit Union is developing ,a
striategic advantage that imperils
thesecond strike" capability of the
United States; that this could lead4,
to successful Russian nuclear black-
mail or victOry in an, atomic wal.;
that no treaty, including SAW
TWO, could be sucbessfully negoti-
ated with the Soviets from such a
position of 'weakness. In addition, ,
opponents of SALT TWO believe
the treaty Would ratify a statu&-of
United States strategic disadvan-
tage wherein the'credibility, of our
nuclear deterrent would be reduced

Nid

INTRODUCTION

to the point where Soviet conven-
tional .military adventurism could .
be checked only with great difficulty.

With this in mind, the Committee
on the Presemt Danger and the
Institute of World Affairs of The
University, of Wisconsin in coopera-
tioh with The Johnson Foundation
convened a meeting at Wingspread
including those same Wisconsin
cvic leaders to hear the views of
those who. seriously 'question the,,
wisdolm and validity .of currenf
Milted States security policies
including SALT and the adequacy
of the Administration's' political/
military planning.

The University of Wisconsin's Dr.
Dal&id Tarr, nationally known
scholar of security policy and expert
on strategic issues, appeared at the
invitation qf the Institute of World
Affairs. Dr. 'Eugene Rostow of Yale
Universitysrepresented the Com-
mittee on the Present Danger.

In her opening remarks, Dr. Carol
Ectler Baumanp,-Director of the.
Institute of World Affairs, stressed
the crucial nAthre of the SALT

%debate in terms of national security
and the need for the contribution bf
inftormed citizens to the fesolution
of that debate.-

,
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Figure
STRATEGIC RATIOS A-ND STRATEGIC DOCTRINES

Strategic Ratio

Superio'rit

Advantage

Offsetting Ad-I,
vantages and Parity

'InferioritY

United States.

Cooperation

gomPetition,..

j

.

Strategic Doctrine

Offensive Superiority

Qualitative Superiority

Essential Eq\ivalence
and ,

Assurgd aestiuction

Minimuni Deterrence

. Figure 2:
STRATEWC PARITY. MODEL

ooperation

Jr

U.S.S.R.

Comp.etition

1

,40'

,

, ,
----.N Arms Control U.S.Sjt. Advantage

, United Siates Advaintage.
.

Arms Race
..4,

flow to use the matrix above
I f the United States opts for cooperation and the U S S.R for competition. the results would be
U.S.S.R. advantage, if the United States and the 1.1 S S.R. both opt for competitaln. an arms race
-would result, and so, forth.
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The task assigned to mctoday is
impossible.'I have been given forty
minutes. I cannot speak on this
topic fur less than fifty minutes a
day over an entire semester, but.I
will try. Tu facilitate this atty<it I
have designed twu Charts that may
appear mysterious at first. They
may remain a mystery1 after my
com'ments, but I hope they will
'guide you through a conceptual
anal,ysis of our subject. The charts
are. igur 1, Strategic Ratios and
Stra etic Doctrines, and Figure 2,
The Strategic Parity Model.

Since what I really would like to do
is present a backdrop for a discus-

., sion of SALT TWO rather than to
talk specifically about SALT ONE,
SALT TWO and the technplogy and
the politics involved, I have to
engage in techniqueS of simplifica-

{tion a'nd analysis in developing a
conceptualcscheme It is the kind of
scheme that miiht drive historians
up the wall, but political scientists
enjoy an ignoranok of history suf-
ficient to permit them to make such
generalizations with confidence

I wiofi attempt to cover the period
frOm 1945 to the present in terms of
the evolving strategic equdtion. I
would like to say something sub-
stantive about this, but there really
is not time. So what I have done is
to icle#tify four possible power ratios,
that might obtain between the
Untted States and the Soviet Union
(See Figure 1): (a) superiority, (h)
advantage, (c) offsetting advantage3--
and/ panty,' and (d) infenority., From
1945 to the present we have experi-
enced all of these ratios except that,
in my judgment, the UnitedStates

David W. Tarr, ProfeSZ of Political Science
at yhe Uniterbst) Wiatunsin Mad satin
engages in research and teaching in areas of
united States foreign policy, strategic issues,
and security studies. He received a Rock«.
feller Grant in 1977 for a project on arms
control and disarMament carried out aj,,the
Harrard University Center for Science a,nd
International Affairs Dr Tarr is the author
of American Strategy in the Nuclear Age
and co.editor of Modules io Security Studies.
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FROM THE COLD- WA
TO THE SALT TALKS7L,

THE EMERGING
STRATEGIC EQUATION

David W. Tarr

has not been in the position uf
inferiorityyet. This is tu say, we
began the period of the Cold War
with delr military superiority, at
least in terms of strategic puwer,
lung-range nuclear weapons and
the capacity to,inflict serious harm
upon the homeland uf the SuNiet
Union. We have tried tu maintain
that superiority over a- substantial
period of time. However, over time
the power-ratio changed to ach an
tage and, more recently, tu parity.

At the/outset, of course, the United
Stes had a monopoly of atomic
power. It had a virtual monopoly uf
'delivery systems\because it had a
lohg-range air reach, and it had
overseas bases from which it could
saike gne Soviet Union in a way the
Soviet Union oould not match.,That
atomic monopoly ceas-ed in 1919
when the Soviet Union exploded its
first atomic device. Then a phase
which is largely characterized by
"American nuclear superiority began.
In the 1960s there began to be an
erosion of what almostany malyst
would regard as strategic superior-
ity. This w.as largely a result of
American decisiorrs not to add to its
strategic arsenal, but is also due to
the Soviet thrust to catch up with
the United States in nuclear weap-
onry. By the late 1960's, the power
ratio is thus better characterized as
"str4egic advantage" for the United
States rather than strategic supgri-
ority. Now Lcould give you a nom-
inal definition of "superiority" that
might satisfy Henry Kissinger (who
of course has asked "what,in God's
name is superiority?"), and I could
yive you a nominal definition of
"advantage." Howevei.,, the real
nub of the issue here is the opera-
tionfil definition. In specific military
capabilities, and posture, what con-
stitutes "superiority" and ",advan-
tage"?

Unfortunately, I w1l have to gloss
over that:because-fin fact, it involves
a very complex argument involv,ing

s '6

I

.4)

interpretations of the signjficance
a specific weapons systems un both
sides. Suffice it to say that.the
United States once enjoyed strategic
"superiority" in a meaninUful
military sense uf that word. Presi-
dent Nixon, uf all people, was the
first president-K.) abandon the use of
the term, instead adupting a policy
of ''sufficiency." In short, by 1969-
19701 we appear tu have arrived-at
nuclear parity. I think it is better to
think ip terms of "offsetting advan-
tages" rather than "parity," because
we are dealing with an asymmetri-
cal relationship and the asym-
metries in the strategic equation are

, important, although they make the,
debate .difficult to comprehend. In
effect, we are comparing Sovitr
oranges with American apples and
trying to came up with so-called
"rough equivalence" of strategic
forces. There are those Who have

- said that we have slipped into a
position of strategic inferiority. I
will not address that question at
this moment, I simply indicate that
I have put it on the list because it is
not only possibility, but because
the other party in the strategic
equation (the Soviet Union) was
once, in fact, in such a Lposition.
Also, there is a paint of view and a
strategic doctrine inthe United
,States which justifies and advocates
strategic 'inferiority for us.

In Figure 1 in the column to the
right there are doctrines which
match the strategic ratios. These
doctrines are descriptions of par-
ticular strategic relationships. There
are,more doctrines than I have,
listed and there are some I do not
know where to locate. For example,
I do nOt know Kliere to place,"limited
counterforce"which was a doctrine
introduced formally in 1974 by
Secretaxy of Defense Schlesinger. I
do not know whether.it is'more
appropriatesto "strategic advantage"
or to "offsettitag advantages and
parity." At an rate, it seemed
useful to this presentation to try to



match up these Vito columns

AS I have indicated, the pnited
States has gone through stages
from "strategic suOrionty" through
"strategic advantage" down to
"parity" of strategic power. in
reviewing these phases we need to
analyze the underlying policies that
reflected the shifts in the strategic
equarion within which we were
assured both then and now that
nuclear deterrence cpntinued to be
effective and stable.

To analyze the logic of these policies,
I have constructed two "models" of
deterrence, if you willtwo different
conceptions ordeterrence which are
quite distinct. The first one is simple.
I call it the Cold War, or supremacy,
model. In general, 'deterrence in-
cludes two ideas: one is a rational

-calculation that war is unprofitable;
the other is the more emotional
factorfear of punitive attack. In"
other words, deterrence disconrages
war by military threat that either
convinces an adversary that the
consequences would be unacceptable,
4 more basically, simply frightens
the adversary. In the Cold War
model, the interesting thingboth
in the public sector and to a large
degree amsog.many analysts in
universitiesis that the question of
intentions of the two strategic
competitors cv as not regarded as a .

serious problem. The orthodox
detcription of the Cold War satiation
Vvab that the United States was the
defender of peace; fredom and the
status quo, and that the Soviet
Union was an aggressorexpansive
and dangerous. Therefore, the
defending, or status quo power, had
the role in international relations of
maintaining stability and peace
through deterrence, The.aggressive
intentions .of the Soviets were clear,
rather than open to question the
conclusions were obvious. Strategic
supremacy was necessary. That is,
the greater the strategic athantage
the United States had over rhe
$oviet Union, the better deterrence
was asstimed to work. The reverse
was also the case, for example,
people became concerned when
American strategic power was
believe to be slippihg under the
alleged tuip1n cy of Eisenhower,
when the socalle missile gap arose.

As the Soviet Union began to catch
up, a second conception of strategic'
deterrence was needed-to justify
Soviett gains in terms of the strategic
,position of the United States. Tbia
resulted in a very substantial debate
in the 1960's. I am sorry that debate
is -43;cer, hecause.most of the inierest-
ing options then under consideration
have disappeared or gone beyond
the fringe of strategic debate of
today. The, resulting consensus
makes me uncomfortable.

Unlike the Cold War modpl, which
is simifie, the second deterrent
model is complex. I 'call it the "Stra-
tegic Parity Model" (Figure 2). This
is repreisented by a matrix that
shows tile strategic interdependence
of weapons and armaments deci-
sions on the part of theUnited
States and the Soviet Union. It
simplifies these decisions by reduc-
ing the strategic choices of each
nation to two options: "cooperationm."
and 'competition." We could pursue,
and we have pursued policies of
cooperation with the Soviet UniOn.
Some of these policies have been, in
fact, unilateral. For example, Secre-
tary of Defense McNamara decided
not to increase strategic missile
launchers beyond the numbers
deployed in 1967.. He made this
decision and also generally opposed
deployment of strategic defenses,
auch as the anti ballistic missile
system, on the grouiids that suc
actions might proVoke'Soyi re-
sponses that were counterOrcluctive.
Indeed the assured destiuction
doctrine with which Secro,tory
McNamara is identified is, infact, a
unilateral American effort to enlist
cooperation by inducing the Soviet
Union to 'engage in this madness
with us, thus making it Mutual
Assured Destruction (MAD). That
is, both sides "cooperate" by not
defending their own cities and by
not targeting thtir opponent's stra
tegic forcesthus producing a
bizarre form of strategic stkahility
based on the mutual vulnerabiliir
of their populations.

,As my matrix indicated (Figure 2),
if, we both simultaneously choose
cooperative policies, the most likely
result would be "arms control"an
agreed reduction of strategic weap
ons. On the other hand, we both

7

mi5ht choose to compete. Strategic
competition is characterized by
weapons decisions and deployments
that seek to gain advantages over
the other side. Here, there arckin-
teresting incentives for each side,
whetlir we assume,aggressive
intent or not.-That is, there are
strong incentives for.both to choose
competition and ad .ntage, over
cooperation. Fo e , there is a
defensive incentivewe fear the '.
other- side may deploy wpapons
systems that give them significant
advantage in military and political
capability, resulting in grave stra-
tegic disadvantage to our side. To
offset those possib-lities, our Pe-
search and developn1nt programs
pursue qualitative impr vements in
weapons to prevent this result. A
similar incentive exists on theother
sitleias well. This is further compli-
cated by the fact that a decision to
develo% a weapbn and deploy it
requires a long `9ead time," forcing
us and the Soviets to enga'ge ip v
anticipatory competitiveidecisions
with respect to each othel.

The matrix (Figure 2) shows four ,

possible outcomes o£ decision. If
both sides choose to cooperate, pre-
sumably.we coUld have arms controls
or even disarmament. If both sides
choose to comizete, the result is an,
arms race. But the most interesting
set of Variables is when one side
houses one option ATI the pth er

si e the other. If we weft to co-
op rateand it appears that our
pol cy.preference since thdbeginning
of ALT has been in this direction
and the Soviet Union were to com- .-

pete by means of a crash "Manhat-
tan Prjject" to develop a new type
of strategic weapon, we could find
ourselves confronted with a Soviet
advantage. On th,e other hand, if
the Soviet Union were to cooperate
in the strategic realm and the United
States were to push hard to gain an
advantage (i.e. "comPete"), the
Sonet Union might find itself back
in a position of strategic inferiority.
In short, while 'eheh sicfe hasonly
two chofces (cooperation ancr-com-
petition), there are at least three
incentives. Defensive incentives
exist on both sides to preven't the
other side from +achieving
tages. Secondly there are o fensive
incentives for each has good reason

,
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to feel more secure i f the other side's
military capabilities are infecior.
4Finally there are cooperative
incentives, because the present
strategic situation is extremely
dangerous. It .is alto a costly §itu-
ation. There are those in both
societies who would like to reallocate'
resources to programs other than
those of defense. Moreover com-
petitive relations)-iip-s usually in-
crease tensions, there are many
who want to reduce tensions between
the two sides. Su cooperation is, an
important incentive fur both govern-
ments.

,
, . .

In actual practicelwe find a mixture
of, incentives and,choices. What I
suggest is going on today, in terms
of my conceptilal scherne, is that.
both sides are orchestrating strate-
giescooperation and competition.
Therefore, one of the more difficult
problems for our policy makers is to
identify the other side's cooperatMe
and competitive intentions and
actions. I will try to analyze that in'
the few minutes we have le t. I will
Also trY to do something vhich is
probably a little uncomfor able tor
some of usthat is, to use my matrix

..,- to:Identify positions in the current
strategic debate. For examplej am
going to tyfy to show where the
Committee on the Present Danger
fits on the matrix.

If we go back to the four ratios
strategic superiority (or supremacy)
strategic advantage, parity,4nd
inferiority, we see that tkey can boe
intrinsically confusing. For example,
could the Russians recognize a-dis-
tinction between the "cold war
'supremacy" model and the new
model of strategic parity, represented
by the matrix, in which we seek
only "strategic dvantage" through
qualitative sup6riority? How could
the Russians distinguish between
these two objectives? On the other,
hand, how can the' United,States
know whether the Soviet Union fis
simply seeking to maintain parity
or whether it really has adopted an
aggressive posture as is suggeste.d
by the cold war model? There are
those in our society ,who still advo-
cate supremacy. They argue that
the Soviet Union'is an inherent
threat to the West militarily, politi-
cally, 'and ideologically.

.
Let us turn to the ne)ict category. A
push for "stretegic advantage" is
probably a basic objectiye of people
like Senator Htnry Jackton and The
Cdmmittee on the Present .Danger.
That is to say, what really concerns
some analysts is the possibility %at
the Soviet Union will gain signiii-
ctg.strategic war-fighting adven-
tages, which will lead to bolder
Soviet policies and contribute to the
erosion of the Western alliance. In
this event should war occur, the
Soviefs might' have 4i significant
military advantage on the -battle-
field. Such advantage might leave
the United States incapable or
unwilling to act (deterred), or actu-
ally defeated.

Do those on the ,C ommittee,on the
Present Danger and other's, includ-
'ing Senator Jackson,' pally want
an Americon advanta0? .1 am sure

erhey would accept it It is more
comfortable. Moreover, since we are
the deterring and status quo power,
we have no interek in territorial or
other acquisitions, so an American
advantage would mit endanger

'others, it would reinTorce'deterrence
Int it does, of coutse,, suggest the
same underlying logic as the cold
war.rnodel of strategic supremacy

-The next calegoryjs nuclear'parity.
,Parity has become a popular con-

cept. According to the spokesmen in
,. the Arms Control arid Disarmament
." Agencyand the-State Department,

,is the best AratIgic outcome. In
interviews with members of the

Attrs Control and Disarmament
.4.4*.-.Agency, I have been impressed by

the -degree to which they appear' to
b-e-toncerned more about the fueling
Of The arms race from our domestic
process than'from the international
coompetitiop which I am addressing
heq,,Arms control to them appears
to. involve dapening the enthusi-
asm and spit'a for new armaments
in the United States. They would
like to retard ti4 production of new
weapons systeks, while l'iolding the
overall letrels of strategic weapons
fairly high\in oilier to maintain a
stable baralice based on mutual
assured destruction. This', as I have
explained, is regarded as essentially
a cooperative strategy.

And now the fourth category. Whet
about "inferiority?': Are there any

people in our sodetN who advocate
strategic inferiority? WQ, such a
btlief has persisted in some, sectors
through must periods of strategic
competition between the United
States and the Soviet Union. Many
feel that there is-no place to hide,"
and that at a certain level of nuclear

' conflict,..it is all over. In this 'view,
,stratwic thinking stops when deter-
rence fails. From this perspective
the basic requirement is simple.
have "enoiigh" strategic weapons
t( harm your adversaryQat a certain
level. It use to be called "finite
deterrence." For examp)e, according
to this doctrine, All you would need
to deter the Soviet Union is a fleet
of, say, ten strbmarines, with 16
missiles each. Such a finite force
would be sufficient to destroy an
'ivcceptable' number of Soviet
citiesthus, the Russians would be
deterred even though they have a
mudif larger strategic *force of their
own.
' . .

Before closing, I would like to raise
some que'stions about perceptions. I
have indicated that it is difficult for
adversarie,s to trust each other..
Neither side can easily determine
whether the other is just seeking to
offset potential advantages it sees
down the road, or whether it is
confronted with a significant at-
tempt.to gain supremacy. We do not
know, for example, whether the
Russians, having surpassed us in
important categori s of strategic
power in the early 19 s, ere going
to stop. or level offi more signifi-
cant ways that SAI:l"MO-provides
The "worst case" analyst is going
to say, "Well, let's take a look at
what they could do to us if till's
trend continues." That picture can
be very sObering. If, as some believe,
the Soviets are seelikrig superiority,

. what does that niean to us? WHat is
the real.significance of supremacy
when we already have such large
numbers of nuclear weapons? The
answer, at least for a number of
analysts, appears to be that even if
it doesn't matter militarily that we
fall slightly behind the Soviet Union,
politically it is very significant.
This argument suggests that the
most imOortant element in military

P
power is political influence, and if
your military status in the world
shifts from superiority to eq.uality



or to slight disadvantage, allies and
Others will begin to get the message,
and begin to make accommodations
to the other powers of the world.
Thus, American influence in the
world would diminish in ddtectable
ways. There are those who say that
this has been happenink. The Soviet
Union explains this in terms of a
"correlqtion of forces" moving
against us, and believes it is an
inevitable historitl pi%cess. There
are those in this 'country- syho say
we have contributed to th'is process
by not making the right decisions
in the strategic, political, and eco-
nomic realms. So perceptions of
power and status can be important.

-attack againit civilians that would
doubtless result ina Sovie t reply in
kind. Military defense r uires
"counterforce" responses. This d es
hot necegsarily mean striking Soviet
missile silos, but it does suggest,
countering ,th e. military forces of
the attacker, To 4.ipproach the prob-
lem fn theset terms is to extend
strategic thought beyond deterrence.
In the Soviet Union it is fairly clear

' that-such thinking is taking place
in a very professional way. The
functional view in the Soviet Union
is that tl!ie Soviet foreign ministry
seeks to deter the "imperialists"
from launching a war. But, if a war
occurs, it is then up to Soviet military
forces to bring about a favorable
outcome. Thus, Soviet nuclear strat-
egy includes concePts of lighting
and winnirlig. There is much leSs of
this in the Willed States: Instead,
in our view, one deterrence fails we
are inclined to ko "all out.".We have
adopted a posture which reinfigrces
this conceptual broadjump. "Assured
destruction" guarantees the highest
level of cataclysm fhat we can con-
struct in Order to prevent war from
occurring. It is an unhappy paradox
that makes nuclear, war unthinkable
but not impossible. Certainly if I
were pi-esident, that is the ldst button
I would push, and I probably would
not push it because it would be
irrevelant in that stage of the
military process.

Finall, there is the questjon of
what to do when deterrence fails
and why we should be seriously
concerned alcrout that: I haven't
really made up .my mind about the
directions of the Carter Administra-
tion in strategic Weaponry and
and policy. I am impressed in a
nonpartisan sense with the inade-
quacy of American strategic thought.
Basically, while most strateg,ic
thinking and analysis goes a little
bit beyond deterrence, it does not go
very far. Deterrence theory itself. is
a series of revolving paradoxes that
are embedded in American-strategic
policy. Unfor,tunately, our aeclara-.

; tory statemen about the use or
milita powj. the event of the
breakd n o eace are, not very--,,.
credible because we claim we will
do th as --,:aasonable thing. We
puzkle our ackersaries and perhaps
sometimes jSur- friends by the state-
ments we fmake. For example, we
say we will commit nuclear suicide
in kfense of Europe. That is, we
claim we will strike Soviet cities,
knowing full wellthat the Russians
'will respond by destroyig ours.
But why should we retaliate against
Soviets citcies in a response to an
4ttack on NATO? We can all under-
stand in terms of deterrence, that if
the Rüssians fear the loss of their
industrial and populations centers,
such a threat willgive-them pause.
But if xd6u take the next stersland
ask why the Unitpd States would do
that if deterrence fails, attacking
cities does.not make sense. It does
not make sen§e;becaue the logical f
response to the military attack is
military defense, not a. punitive

To sum up, we need to take much
more into account the problem of
deterrence failure. On this issuer
the adequacy bf the American stra-
tegic poStiirethe critics of SALT
TWO are in a strong position. They
have found an important weakness
in the American strategic position,
and thty-have attacked it. I do not
find the response of the proponents
of SALT TWO to have a very effec-
tie answer.
I hope these Temarks have set the
stage for Dean Rostow's presenta-
tion.
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First, I should like to thank the
Institute of World Affairs of The
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
and The Johnson Foundation for
the honor of theif invl\tation to
Wingspread, It is my first visit to
this famous and beautiful place.

Before beginning my prepared li"e-
marks, I should like to comment on
the terme"cold war" and "detente"
which all three .previou& speakers
have used in a familiak way They
are terms in common usage But I
believe their ordinary meaning is

' misleading. The cold war is not
over; it cOntinues, indeed, it is
warmer than ever The Soviet-
American relation has not changed
in character since 1917 nor has any
appreciable detente been achieved.
There was no relaxatio;kof tension
when President Nixon announced
in 1972 that the cold war was over
and that confrontation had been
replaced by hegotiation. Since 1972,
the cold, war has been very much
worse than ever'before. Recent
confrontations in the Far East, the
Middle East, a d now in Persian
Gulf find in A rica make th Berlin
crisis 4nd th thrusts and,thrats
against Gre e and Iran oI the late
forties loo ike play But we
persist in telling ourselves and,
worse still, in believing that the
cold war is over, and has been re-
placed by something more benign
called "detente!:

My former colleague Po.ul Warnke
spoke here, last June in defense of
the SALT TWO Treaty. He said
that the Treaty, which has been
anticipated nearly every week since
October, 1977, should be judged
only in terms of its contribution to
the security of the United States. I
agree with that premise, although

Eugem. v Rogrou., St7:rling Professor of Law
at the Yak Untverstty Law School, is Chair
man of the Executive Committee of the
Committee on the Prest nt IMnger Ih. is the
furnier Dean of the Yale Lau School A
nationally kmm n spokesman on strategic
issues, Dr kostoic served as Under Secretary
of State of political Affairs from 1966 to 1969
in the Johnson adinuluaratom
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both the President and the Secretary
of State do not. They contend that
the SALT agreement will improve
our overall political relationship
with the Soviet Union. And they
claim also that SALT TWO* will
save us money, by m,aking it possible
to reduce our defense budget. Indeed,
Mr. Warnke himself sometimes
speaks Of the SALT Treaty as a
contribution to "detente," p4iys-
terious and undefined term which

'has been tormenting the American
mind ever since it was proclaimed
in 19%2. And he ha occasionally
said that SALT TW would save us
money, although e has also said
that the finan ia consequence of
SALT could n t b quantified.

But let me stat Iith Mr. Warnke's
position in his le ture here that the
SALT TWO Treaty, as it is now
projected, would enhance the secu-
tity of the United States.- 4

For the benefit of those of you who
did not hear Mr. Warnke last Julie,
lee' tile summarize his argument. I
shall deal with four of his five
points in the course of my talk. One
I shall discuss at this stage.

Mr. Wa'rnke's case for SALT rested
on four theses. (1) that thw is a
stable strategic balance today, in
that neither side could initiate a
nuclear war without facing the
certainty of devastating retaliation.
Assuming for the moment that there
is a stable strategic balance today -
and I do not agree with Mr. Warnke
on this would it be better to preserve
the balance by unrestricted com-
petition in the ,development of
nuclear arms, or through an agree-
ment that,would -limit and then
reyerse the)miclear\ arms build-up,
providing the same kind of security
at lower cost? On these assumptions,
no one could disagree with Mr.
Warnke's choice of the second option.
Certainly I do not. The question is
whether SALT TWO could accom-
plish his goal. (2) Mr. Warnke's
second contention is that it would.
Mr. Warnke says that the Treaty
would establish equal.ceilings for
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both sides, and reductions in nuclear
power hereafter. Thus, he says, it
would presens the balance, and
make it impossible for either side to
contemplate a first nuclear strike.
(3) Third, he contends, the terms of
the Treaty can be verified by na-
tional means; compliance would not
depend on trust of the Soviet Union.
(4) And foarth, the. Treaty would
preserve the military options we
believe are necessary to maintain
the balance. With these three points
I disagree, for reasons I shall try to
explain hereafter. Mr. Warnke's
fif k. and final point is a rather
toining one -'that our negotiati.pg
ppsition*-in the bargaining have
been determined not by him alone,
but by an interagency coordinating
committe representing all the con-
cerned departments in Washington.
I have had a good *deal of experience
with interdepartmental coordination
in Washington. All I can say is that
I cannot share his faith in the pro-
cess as a method for achieying
wi§dom.

While Mr. Walmke and I agree that
the SALT TWO Treaty should be
judged on security grounds, I define
the term "national security" more
broadly than Mr. Warnke does. Fje
spoke here as if the only problem of
our security in the field of nuclear
weapons is to guarantee us against
the risk of a possible nuclear attack
on the United States itself. He made
some passing reference to NATO,
but he did not really analyze the
implications of Soviet nuclear policy
for the defense of Europe. And he
did not mention the bearing of
Soviet nuclear strength on the prob-
lem of defending our interests in
other parts of the world, whether by
conventional or nuclear mean's. If
you think of the headlines of the
past few weeks, you will see at once
the importance of the point I am
trying to make. The United States
and many other countries are
alarmed about the fate 4,,,I4aell and
the possibility that the whole area
from Pakistan and Afghanistan to
the states of the...Persian gulf and



the Horn of Afrii a ould fall unaer
Soviet control. The President has
just announced uur concern abuut
the threat tu Thailand, and has
reminded the world that Thailaend
is protected by the SEATO Treaty,
the Treaty uf Manila*. Those words
have an ominous echo. And the
brilliant Chinese Vice Premier,
Tung fIsiao ping, has been speaking
here wfth great force about the
nature and weight of Soviet foreign
policy, and the arrn, which sustain
it.

These are the real elements of "link-
age" between the SALT TWO Treaty
and other aspects af our foreign
policy By "linkage" I do not mean
connecting our considerati6n of the
SALT TWQ Treaty to the way the
Soviet Union treats its own citizens
I should not link the SALT Treaty
to the human rights question, deep?),
as I feel about violations of human
rights. But SALT cannot be treated
in isolation from the problerh of
proxy wars, and Soviet campaigns
to enlarge its empire by other means.
Even if SALT.TWO provided for as
much nuclear stability and verifi-
dbility as Mr Warnke believes,
even if it allowed us all the military
options we shall rieed to restore the
nuclear balance, it would be of n6
use to us if it were a license for
Soviet expansion at will through
the use of conventional military
force, proxy wars, subversion, or
nuclear threa44

In short, we cannot answer the
question Mr. Warnke posed without
first deciding what our military
establishment is for. Does it exist
only, to repel invasions of the United
States? To keep the United States,
Western Euope, and perhaps Japan
as safe enclaves while the rest of the
world sinks into anarchy? That is
the qUestion we linust face, I believe,
before we can reach a prudent con-
clusion about SALT TWO!

. The SALT TWO Treaty is intelligible
only in its setting uf American
foreign and security policy as a
whole. Soviet-Mmerican relatiuns
are the mcnn problem uf d1 fureign
and defense policy, and the nuclear
balance between the Soviet Union
and the United States is the most
important structural element in
that relationship. The Soviet Uniun

is engaged, in a program of indefinite
expansion, based ()man arms build
up without precedent in this century.
Unless we retain our nuclear second
strike capability, which is une of the
few self evident phrases in Ole
arcane vocabulary uf- the nuclear
prublem, we shall be unable tu con.-
tain-, deter, ur defeat Soviet expan-
siun °when it threatens uur national
interests. For present purposes, I
should define that term as the
presenation uf the balance of power
on which our national security
ultimately depends. Obviously, the
balance of power reqN,ires us to
protect the independence of the
states of Western Europe and Japan.
But the concept,cannot be sharply
limited. Many other states will be of
great importance to our seciurity,
depending upun their contextnn the
Soviet drive fur power. Facing Soviet
nuclear superiority, the threat to
use uur theatre or indeed our strate-
gic nuclear forces in defense of our
interestvwould lose all credibility.
If we allow such a situation to
develop, we should be in the position
the Soviet Union ,occupied during
the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962,
and we should face the grim choice
between accommodation or destruc-
tion. No American President should
be put in such a position. The ratifi-
cation of the SALT TWO Treaty
therefore requires the Senate and
the nation at long last to face the
task of redefining our national
interests in the aftermath of Wiet-
nam, and adopting a foreign pnlicy
and a military posture capable of
protecting them.

, .
Between .President Truman's time
immedia y after World War II and
the revu

At
ion against Vietnam

during the last° decade, We had a
reasonably coherent foreign policy,
which was supported by a strong
bipartisan majority of the American
people. Its main features are famil-
iar: First, there was the network of
programs, starting with the Mar-
shall Plan, through which we helped
to restore the industrialized demo-
cracies and knit themilltu a dy-
namic worldwide capitalistiecunumy.
Between 1947 and the early 'seven-
ties, when the international mone-
tary system collapsed, these policies
were eminently successful, helping
the entire free wurkl tu achieve
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high rates uf growth and social
progress under reasonably_ stable
conditions. Secondly, we suppurted
decolonization, and initiated, pro-
grams o( economic and technical
assistance to the deyeloping nations,
must of them newly liberated from
imperial rule. Here the requrd of
success has been uneven, but many
develuping nations, from Taiwanil
Malaysia, and South Korea to
Mexico Brazil and until recently,
Iran have made tri mg advances
as integral parts .4 t economy of
the industrialize. : ocracies.
Third, we developed bilateral and
multilateral policies of international
cooperation to encourage social and
political deveLopment, education
and cultural improvement, and the
self-determination of peoples. And
finally, we conducted a long, patient,
and thus far unsuccessful campaign
to bring nuclear weapons and nu-
clear technology under international
control. That campaign was-
launched in 1947 with our offer of
the Baruch Plan, which the Soviet
Union rejected. SALT TWO is the
most recent stage of the American
effort to eliminate nuclear weapons
from world politics, and to develocr
nuclear energy for peaceful uses.

The possibility of success in these
four sec s of our foreign policy
depended ippn the achievement 'of
a state o general peace, based on
reciprocal acceptance of the rules of
wOrld public order codified in the
Charter of the United Nations. For
the men and women of Iliame first
post-war generation, who had lived
through the failure of the League of
Nations to stop aggression in the
'Thirties, it was self-evident that
peace was indivisible, in Maxim
Litvinov's phrase. They believed
that the way to prevent the scourge
of large-scale war,on this small,
i \nterdependent, and infinitely
dangerous planet was to outlaW all
war, and to insist on the enforce-
ment of .the rules of the Charter,,
either through the institutions of
the United Nations,' or, if they di'd
not work, through arrangernents of
collective self defense ltke NATO
and uur other regional security
treaties.

The development uf dris policy, the
predite for every other aspect of

it)



-our foreign policy, started with the
Truman Doctrine immediately after
World War II, when it became clear
that the Soviet Union was marching

< to a different drummer when it
Pursued expansionist goals in East-
ern Europe, Iran, Greece,. and
Tiirkey, and rejected the Marshall
Plan, the Baruch Plan, and pro-
posals td develop the Security
Council as an effective peace-keeping
institut4. We sought the goal of,general Oeace in this sense with
considerable success in the succes-
sive post-wai crises over Iraii, Berlin,
Yugoslavia, Greece and Turkey,
Korea, and the Cuban Missile Crisis,
maintaining a balance of power in
world politick, and - except for
Easterp Europe - a considerable
degree of respect for the rules of the
Charter.

The commitment of the Western
nations to the ideas of the Truman
Doctrine began to weaken after the
Korean War, and weakened a great
deal dunng und after the war in
Indo-China. A new generation had
grown up, a generation which had
not known Pharoah. And peoPle
began to say there must be a better
Way to lc. the peace than through
such bitter and expens5ie wars as
Korea and Vietnam. But no new
policies emerged to replace those
which had become so unpopular.
And so, at the moment, we remain
committed to the did policies, but
without conviction or enthusiasm,
adrift and uncertain while aggres-
sions increase in number and im-
portoace throughout the wor1d. The
United States react b oing
nothing, saying "We are not the
world's policeman," and asking
"How does it affect us if war occurs
in some distant place we hardly
know?" As a result, the fearful
specter of anarchy has become more
and mors powerful as a factor of
international life and as a force in
men's minds. It is a striking com-
ment on the trend of the times that
a number of new books and articles
have begun again to address the
problem of world public order.

One can chart the disintegration of
and the relationship

betwtiuclear and conventional
militdry power and politics, by re-
calling some of the key elements of

kt

our experience since 1945.

Despite the Soviet rejection of the
Baruch Plah, the goal of our nuclear
policy was, and has remained, to
prevent nuclear weapons from being
used or brandished in world. politics.
It is a sound goal which,I for one
strongly suppoit The implication
of that goal is that:_developments
should pr'verit either side from
achievin a position in which-it
could gai a great advantage 1:13a
first nue ,ar strike World politth
should not be exposed to such temp-
tations.eBut the neutralization of
nuclearwea nsin that limited
sense cannot become an excuse
authorizing t e Soviet Union to
expand at will through the use of
conventional weapons*: subversion,
or nuclear threats, When such events
occur, the second objective of our
nuclear policy comes into play. It is
to supplement our political influence
and cqnventional arms in deterring
or stopping Soviet-sponsored ag-

ion directed against our inter-
ests. This is why retaining a credible
second-strike capability is neces-
sarily an essential goal of our
security policy. ..

'
This second purpose of.our nuclear
arsenal has become steadily more
obvious as the Soviet Union became
a nuclear power, and then a strong
nuclear Plower. The mission of our
nuclear forces goes beyond making
it too expensive for theSoviet Union
to consi er launching a nuclear
attack ag nst the United States.
They must lso provide a nuclear
guaranty for our interests in many
`parts of -the world, and make it
possible for us to defend those inter-
ests by diplomacy or by the use of
theatre military forces whenever
such action becomes necessary. -

The Soviet doctrine with regard to
the use of nuclear weapons is quite
different. As we are finally begin-
ning to realize, the Soviet Union is
not interested in mutual deterrence
and niiclear stalemate. The Soviet
Union never accepted our Quixotic
view of the problem of nuclear amp.
And they never joined us in cuttifig
back 'on nuclear arms development.
We pften talk of an arms race. As
Professor Albert Wohlstetter has
shown, there has been no arms
race. It takes two to race. The Soviet
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Union has been racing. We have
not. Secretary of Defense Brown
uses the metaphor of the tortoise
ar&the hare. It is apt. We were
ahead. We decided to sit under a
tree. But they have kept on racing.
To the Soviets, clear nuclear superi-
ority is the 'ultimate weapon of
coercive diplomacy - the Queen of .
their chess set, through which they.
Think thgy could achieve checkmate
withoutilraving to fight either a
nuclear' or a conventional war. And
if'accidentor miscalculation should'
lead to full scale nuclear war, the
Soviets believe they are prepared to
fight and win.

It became obvious even before the
end of World War II that the Ameri-
can nuclear monopoly could not be
used to prevent inarq forms of
Soviet expansion. 'In the hope of
achieving Soviet-American cooper-
ation, we deferred to the Soviet
Union's strategic interest in having
a buffer zone of client statesiin.
Eastern Europe. We did nothing
when the Soviet Union took over
Poland, Czechoalavia, Rumania,
East Germany, Bulgaria, and
Hungary immediately after the war,
and crushed rebellions against
Soviet control in 1948, 1953, 1956,
and 1968. Nor could American
nuclear superiority alone prevent
the Soviet Union from, using con-
ventional forces, at least against
targets they think we regard as
secondary, like Korea, Vietnam, or
Ethiopia. In most such situations,
except for massive attacks on our
most vital interests, like Western
Europe or Japan, defense has to be
provided by conventional forces in
the first instance. But the absence
of effective American nuclear deter-
rence - that is, the erosion or neu-
tralization of our second-strike
capacity - would deny all credibility
to our conventional force deter-
rent. The nuclear balance has been
the decisive factor in all the crises
of confrontation between the Soviet
Union and the United States be-
tween 1945 and the present day.

In the early post-war years, when
we, had a nuclear monopoly, and
then overwhelming nuclear superi-,
ority, we were able to deal satis-
factorily, although at steadily in-
creasing cost, with a long series of



Soviet managed thrusts, from the
early moves against Iran, Greece,
and Turkey to the Berlin Airlift, the
threat to Yugoslavia, the war in
Korea, the Cuban Missile Crisis,
and 'recurrent Soviet efforts in the
Middle East and,Africa.

which determined the outcome of
the Berlin airlift the Korean War,
and Cuban Missile Cri5is.

The first result ot4that'buildup was
evident in Vietnam. In the late 60's
and early 70's, our nuclear superior-
ity was no longeresO evident as it

In the Bertin Airlift, for example, had been at the time of the Cuban
the shadow of our nuclear monopoly . missile crisis, indeed,-superiority
kept the soviets from firing on the had given way to stalemtte. The're-
allied planes and thin persuaded fore, the hints which brought the
them to give up the blockade. The Korean war to an end could nu
eZercise becarne too risky wh n we longer determine the course of events
demonstrated bur willingne s to Nin: Indo-China. We tried to repeat
insist on our rights. In Korea, d pite the Korean scenario for Vietnam.
our nuclear, monopoly at that tme, But it didn't work. The, nuclear
we used only conventional foikces. balance had changed too mpch.
But veiled nuclear threats, alto-
gether credible after the long and This is the ultimate moral of Viet-
bitter Avar, persuaded the North rram. The deterioration of our
Koreans to iume to Panmunjojn in nuclear advantaga led to the erosion
the first place, and then broughts' of our position and profoundly
those fantastic negotiations at 'least affecteg the final stages of the
to the point of an armistice which conflict.
has held for more than twenty years.

The essence of the problem is illus-
trated by.the Cuban Missile Crisis

..of 1962. There, the Soviet Union
secretly undertook to introduce land-
based nuclear missiles into Cuba, in
violation of their assurances to us,

. and in the face of pri ate and public
warnings from the President of the
United States. Such action would
hae altered the basic ovation of
nuclear deterrence, and gravely
affected the credibility and effec-
tiveness of American diplomatic
warnings to the Soviet Union,: At
that time, we had unchallengeable
nuclear superiority. If there had
been a nuclear ekchange, the Soviet
Union would have suffered about
100 million casualties and the
United States, 10 million. We had
equally obvious cnnventional-force
superiority in the area. If we had
invaded Cuba, the Soviet Union
could not hee opposed the invasion
effectively with either conventional
or nuclear forces. By mobilizing an
invasion force in Florida and in-
stituting a limited naval blockade
of Cuba, we convinced the Soviets
that the nsks were too great, and
they withdrew their Missiles.

Since the late 50s, the Soviet Union
has been engaged in a massive
military buildup, both in nuclear
and conventional forces, designed
to reverse the nuclear relationship

At the moment,. our policy is' in-
hibited nearly paralyzed by these
changes in the balance of nucletir
and conventional power. In 1958,
we and the British moved fOrces
into Lebanon.and Jordan, and ended
a Soviet-backed threat to take oer
both countries without firing a sh t.
When the same kind of threat as
mounted against Lebanon in 19 7,
we did ribt seriously consider using
even a parade of force to save
Lebanon from destruction.

There can be no question that since
Vietnam our nuclear position has
slipped from stalemate to the borders
of inferiority. While the experts
argue about whether we are already'
inferior to the Soviet Union in over-
all nuclear power, they are agreed
that if present trends continue we
shall be significantly inferior and
soon. Some careful studies contend
that the strategic force relation-
ships which dominated the Cuban
missile crisis will soon be reversed
unless we undertake a crash pro-.
gram immediately that in the
event of a nuclear exchange we
should risk 100 million casualties
and the Soviet Union 10 million.
Even if the figure were 100 to 20 or
30, as the C.I.A. has estimated, it is
not difficult to anticipate what
would happen if we ,were to allow
such a situation to develop. A per
ceptive student of the problem has

remarked that, confronting such a
scenario, even General Curtis
LeMay would advise "a,ccommo-
dation." Our foreign policy and our
conventional forces would be im-
potent, ancilow should acquiesce.

It is.the first objective of Soviet
Policy to-achieve such a situation
with its implications for nuclear
coercion. This not nuclear war
itself is hat our nuclear-weapons
program and the SALT negotiations
are. about.

For the last six yeais or sO, my
conversations with those respon-
sible for the policy', of governments
all over the world have been con-
cerned with one question above all
others "What has happened to
American foreign policy?" With
anxiety now approaching panic,
these men and women are preoc-
cupied with a series of question they
consider the key to the future: "Will
it take another Pearl Harbor to
induce the United States to restore
a realistics and affirmative forewn
policy? Have Americans lost their
national pride, and even their in-
stinct for self-preservation? Don't
they uuderstand the Soviet rush for
power? Or,have they decided to
su.rrender, and make the best of
FinLandization, as the prime Soviet
supplier of ;food and high technology
on credit? Could it possibly be true,

as some have said, that the Amen-
tan people have become decadent;
that the United States has 'passed
its, historic high point like so many
earlier civilizations, and cannot be
roused by political challenge,'; and
thatthe task of the American
government is therefore to persuade
the Russians to give it the best
available deal?"

Those who discuss these questions
among themselves, or put them to
trusted visitors, are not interested
in the answers as spectators or
students of history'. They know that
the fate of their countries and their
own careers, perhaps their lives are
at stake. When they reach conclu-
sions about whether the winner of
the struggle will be the Soviet Union
or the United States, they act.
Pakistan, Jordan, and Saudi Arabia,
among other states, are visibly
disengaging from the United States,



apc1 moving towards accommoda
tion with the Soviet Union. They
risk nothing from such a posture if
we :should in the end prevail. And
they do not want their people to go
through the experience of Ethiopia,
Yemen, Afghanistan, Lebanon, and
Iran if our retreat to isolation should
coreinue. ,
At the moment, we necessarily
occupy the perch of the eagle, but.
we'are rying to indulge in the
pos e of the Ostrich. While the
Uhit States hides its. head in
sand', still,caught up in the un-
resolved contradictions cif its post-
Vietnam mood, the Soviet Union is
methodically seizing one strategic
position after another, frbm Vietnam
to a long list (If foriner
French, and Portugese colonies in
Africa and the Middle East, in a
pattern Admiral Mahan would have
admired Since 1974, the Soviet
Union has dreatly enlarged its
spheres of influence

The pattern of Soviet imperial ex-'
pension is not ambiguOus. It can
mean only the Soviet envelopment
of Europe, the detachment ofJapan
and China from the American orbit,
and the achievement of a status of
domination from which the Soviet
Union could isolate and coerce the
Wnited States itself. As high Soviet
leaders saw, their goal is a position
of "visible military superiority,"
which will permit- them to determine
"the future course of world politics."
Nothing could bring"out the impli-
cations of this developMent more
vividly th'an the fact that on Decem-
ber 7, 1978, President Carter

. yielded to a public Soviet warning
not to help Iran in its agony. The
President's stlitement was a start-
ling, nearly unbelievable event.
Coupled with our uncertain and in-
effective behavior dining the Iranian
convulsion, it means that the United
States has given up the advantage
of uncertainty, one of the most
powerful deterrent ceices in inter-
national politics. And it implies the
possible abandonment of an ally of
exceptional geo-political importance,
whose destiny will determine that
of Saudi Arabia and the smaller
states of the Peesian Gulf, and
therefore of many other states as
well. Soviet control of the oil re-
sources of the area, its space, and

the near by seas is not a prospect
we can accept. Among many other
consequences, it would doom the
high hopes we hae placed in the
Camp David Agreements.

While the Soviet Union moves ahead
with stunning speed, backed by
military power which is nolv su-
perior to our own in most categories,
and growing more than twicekas
fast, the United States remains
paralyzed by doubts about how to
define its national interests in world
politics, and what. it must do to
protect them.r
A variety of factors impedes clarity
of 'thought.

1- _
In the media, the issues are debated
in terms of slogans and shibboleths-4,
which bear no relation to reality.
For the moment, "No more Viet-
nams" is a battle-cry as potent as
"No more Koreas" was in the 50's.
The perennial American yearning
for our nineteenth century posture
of isolation and neutrality has been
given new life by the catastrophe of
Vietnam. Well meaning Americans
contend that we should help only
democratic nations which respect
human rights a small and dimin-
ishing group; they forget our alliance
with Stalin against Hitler, our
rapprov1rrnent With Alina to balance
the Soviet Union, and many other
practical policies made necessary
by reality. The hardy faith of paci-
fism continues to flourish, in the
midst of a ;nilitarized world. Genu-
ine Communists and their fellow
travellers still rally the innocents,
their influence apparently undi-
minished by the repeated betrayals
of the God who IT1d.

flut most Americ n opinion remains
practical, level- eaded, and intense-
ly loy'al 'to t nation. It is deeply
confused, however, by one funda-
mental elemdrit of the situation:
with a few notable exceptions, our
leaders are not leading. Are they
fulfilling Kissinger'spolicy that the
facts about Soviet power and policy
of expansion must be "concealed"
from the American people while the
government negotiates "the best
deal it can get"?.

President Carter has said we should
not base our foreign policy on "an

I

inordinate fear"' of Soviet power',
but he does not explain how to
distinguish reasonable from "in-
ordinate': concern with the problem.
Last spring, he told the North
Atlantic Council in London that the
Soviet military position is "aggres-
sive" in nature, and could not be
explained by considerations of
defense. He repeated that comment
in a number of later speeches. But
during the fall he told a much larger

L audience on American television
that Soviet policy is defensive in
character, and that it represents
only an exaggerated and hyper-
sensitive concern about Soviet
security. He added that thg United
States is and will remain stronger
than,the Soviet Union; 'and that the
Soviet Union is not seeking military
superiority, or the power to threaten
the United States or its allies with
destruction we could not match. In
this'judgment, the President rejects
the conclusion of the 1978 National
Intelligence Estimate, which for the
first time acknowledged that the
Soviet Union is heading for sdperi-
ority,Anot parity, i).1 the military
arena.

The President's claim of American
military superiority is contradicted
by his own Secretary of DePense,
and by the publicly available statio-
tics about Soviet military 'strengtE,
and the rate at which they are
building tanks, ships, planes, mis-
siles, and almost every other cat-
egory of weapons. His painful
justification for Soviet policy as
"defensive" is even mbre disturbing.
It recalls a comment by President.
Johnson about a leading Senator of
his time in office. "That fellow;" the
President said, "would find an
excuse for the Russians if they
landed in Mexico."

This dissonance is reflected at many
other levelssiInside the government
and out, people make it clear that
while they do not want to be "alarm-
ist" or "extreme" about the meaning
of Soviet policy, they wonder never-
theless, whether "detente" has
perhaps been oversold, and whether
trade with the, Soviet Union, or
restraint Qn our part in Our military
programs, or cultural relations, or
American silence about human
rights, might persuade the. Soviet
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leaders to pursue a more peacetul
course in Africa, the Middle East, or
elsewhere.

In short, we are in the mood We id
the British shared during the `Thii-'
ties. We do not believe emotionally
in the reality of what wejinow
intellectually, I must leave it to the
psycholokists to explain the phe-
nomenon. Here, I Can do mow than
note its existence.

go
At the mdment, out favQrie and
most desperate denial device is our
touching faith that Ole pending
SALT TWO agreement on- strategic
arms limitations ,could estalylish
peaceful relations With the Soviet
Union,.save moneA, and prevent.a
political disaster of major propor-
tions. The issue presented bY SALT,
Senator Geoge NIcGoverh has said,
is that "tfie alternative to arms
control and detente is' the bank-
ruptcy and death crf
November, 1978, Mr. Brezhnev.told
a group of visiting.United States
Senators that a vote' ler the SALT
TWO Treaty in the Senatewould be
"a vote for peace." And Mr. Kosygin'
made it clear to theSenators that if
they voted against tlie Treaty, their
"peace-loving" constituents would
vote them out of office at the next
election. In somewhat less fervent
language, this is the main theme of
Seceetary of State Vance's com-
ments on the problem. In a speech
in London on December p, 1,978, the
Secretary said that,"without an
agreement, our technblogical and
economic strength;would enable us
to match any Atragetic'buildup, but k
a good agreement dan provide more
security with lower risk and cost.
And we recognize that without
SALT, the strategic competition
could infect the whole east-west
political relationship','damaging

the effort to create &Jess dapgerous
world which is at the heart of West-
ern foreign policies."

It was altogether reasonable for us
to approve the SALT ONE agree-
ments in 1972, in the belief that
they would be stabilizinifboth
politically and militanly, andiwOuld
in any event save money by restrain-
ing Soviet and American arms
expenditures.

Applying the same criteria for

.

judgment, it is not reasonable to
reach the same, conclusion about
SALT TWO Technological develop-
ments since 1972, coupled with rapid
Soviet advances while we marked
time, have made the methods of the
1972 agreements inadequate to
achievestability in the Soviet-
American nuclear balance. But in
behalf of SALT TWO, the Adminis-
tration_ is repeating all the argu-
ments vanced seven years ago
for SAL - ONE. Sowiet
and the-Soviet arms buildup since
1972 make such contentions intel-
lectually impossible. The estimates
and expectations on the basis of
which we appzoVed SALT ONE in
1972 have fumed out to be in error.
SALT TWO would not be stabilizing
militaiily or politically, and it would
pdt redur the oost of American

-secu'rity: -On the contrary, it Would
lock us into a position of military
inferiority which would lead the
Soviet Union to increase its pres-
sures on us, and therefore increase
the risk of war.

The two SALT ONE agreements -
the ABM Treaty limiting anti-
-ballistic missiles ,and the Interim
Agreement on Offensive,Strategic
Arms establishing numerical limits
for ICBM and ballistic missile
submarine launchers came up for
approval in the summer and fall of
1972, the ABM Treaty through a
vote oiothe Senate, the Interim
Agreement through a Joint Resolu-
tion,passed by both houses.

It is wortlf recalling the atmosphere
of thaVemote time. It was legitimate
then to hope that the tensions of the
riew Sino-Soviet-American triangle,
coupled with the steady success of
our forces in Vietnam, would pre-
vent a Soviet attack on China, and
persuade the, Soviet Union not to
obstrUct a satisfactory peace in
Indo-China and the Middle East.
The Soviet leadership had promised
President Nixon full cooperation in
May, 1972 an early warning system,
working together to solve difficult
problems all over the world peace-
fully, specific collaboration in
achieving peace in Indo-China and
the Middle East, "detente," "peace-
ful coexistence," "peace."

Following. President Nixon's trips
to China and the Sovikt Union, a

promising agreement for peace in
Indo-China was signed in January,
1973, and guaranteed by the great
powers in March. We would not
have withdrawn our troops without
those agreements. Once we hadjeft
the area, of course, the North Viet-
namese and the Soviet Union tore
up the agreements, and.threw them
in (Air face. They were confident
that the United States, absorbed in
the- Watergate drama, would do
nothing to insist on; the fulfillment
of the guaranties. But .when the
SALT ONE agreements were signed,
the Indo-Chinese "peace" was for

rile future. As Congress and the
country debated SALT ONE, peace-
ful rumors arose from the Indo-
Chinese negotiations, and there
was even a revival of hope .about
the possibilities of peace in the
Middle East.

In the Middle East, too, disillusion
was far in the future when SALT
ONE was approi,ed. The massive
war of October, 1973, shattered the
optimism of the preceding year. Far
from warning us of that war, and
cooperating with us to stop it in
accordance with their promises to
President Nixon of May, .1972, the
Soviet leaders actively conspired
with Egypt, Syria, Iraq, and other
countries of the area to prepa1e,
plan, equip, and conduct the war.
They incited distant states to fight,
and to maintain the oil embargo
instituted as a weapon of war. We
now know that the Soviet Union
had promised Egypt full cooperation
in the War a month before President
Nixon came to Mdqcow in May,
1972.-They carned out that promise,
in spades.

In the military sphere, we were well,
ahead of the Soviet Union in 1972
in MIRVing nuclear weapons, in
accuracy, and in the number of
warheads. Our bomber force was
superior, and we were ahead, we
thought, in ABM technology and in
our navy.

The foundation of all our hopes for
SALT ONE with regard to the
strategic balance turned on Soviet
acceptance of the McNamara Doc-
trine the notion that' if the people,
cities, and industries of each side
were undefended and open to attack,

,there wouldd, be mutual deterrence,



and stability. Witnesses testifying
in behalf of the SALT ONE agree-
ments said that both agreements,
and particularly the ABM Treaty,
proved, that the Sovtet Union shared
our view of mutual deterrence: The
people of both countries were hos-
tages, a fact which guaranteed that
neither side could use or brandish
nuclear weapons in world politicS.

, We have followed the McNamara
Distrine ever since, but the Soviet
Union has not done so The Soviet,
liniy_n has vigorously 'continued its
research and development on ABMs
It is reported that they could quickly
deploy more ABM systeins if they
choose to do "so We could not. We

'dismantled our single deployed ABM
system, and'(Ut. back on our re'
search We.have no significant air
defense dyployments in the United
States. The Soviet Union bristles
with them, placing a serious ques-
,tion mark over, the possible effec
tiveness of our bombers and future
cruise missiles, and indeed of our
land based and sea based missiles
as well. There-is the 'Same asym-
metry with regard to civil defense
measures, whose existence is in
it'self a rejection of the McNamara
Doctrine. The Soviet Union has
spent billions on civil defense, on
the relocation of industries, and on
evacuation plans. We have a token
civil defense program in which the
government obviously does not
believe.

In 1972, Congress and the country
yere assured that the SALT ONE
agreements would lead to a stabili:.
zatioAor reduction of Soviet ex,
penditure on nuclear weapons and
indqd on other arms. The Soviets
are seeking nuclear parity, we were
told, and agreements assuring parity
would ntisfy their ambitions and
their pride.

Developments since 1972 make it a
poignant exercise to reread these
melancholy statements in 'the of-
ficial reports of Congressional
hearings and debates. In anticipa-
tion of the SALT agreements, we.,
had reduced our expenditures on
strategic nuclear weapons by 1972
to a rate, measured in constant
dollars, one-third of what we had
averaged during the six years frum

1956 tu 1962. Our spending in real
terms Has fallen since that date,-
and we have introduced no new
stratégic weapons systems since
1970. The Soviet Union has intro-
duced five or six. According to the
C.I.A., the Soviet Union is now
spending more than two and a half
times as much as we are on strategi(
weapons alone. The Carter Admin-
istration ;has cancelled or slowed
down a nucnber of new weapons
systems supported ,by the Nixon
and Ford Administrations which
would have helped significantly to
maintain the nuclear balance during'
the early 1980s aRd thereafter the
Tomahawk sea-launched cruise
missile, the B-1 bomber, the develop-
ment of die MX missile as a mobile
increased throw-weight weapon
carrYing 10 warheads, and the
Trident submarine. Instead of (om-
pleting those promising and care-
fully considered programs on an
urgpnt basis, the Carter Administra-
tion has permittAl only limited
projects to improve existing systems.
It has even closed down the prodm-
turn line for the manufacture of
Minuteman III missiles.

The Soviet buildjng program was
significantly larger than ours in
1972, and it has been expanding
ever sinte at a cumulative rate of at
least 8% a year. Thvombination of
our slav-clown and die Soviet build-
ing program has had extraordinary
results. All the significant indices
of nuclear power will rise drancati-
cally, even if SALT TWO is finally
approved and ratified. The number
of Soviet warheads will increase
300% by 1985, ours by 50%; the area
destructive capabilities of Soviet
weapons will increase ii.0%; ours by
25%; the capability of their weapons
to destroy hardened targets, like
missile silos, will increase 1000%; if
our cruise missiles, stip 'under
development, fulfill preserCt 'expec-
tations, ours will,increase 400%. By
every measure o'f nuclear power,
except the number of warheads, the
Soviet Union will be far ahead of us
by 1985, if we cdntinue to drift.

But even our slight anAsliminishing
advantage i9 th(: niimber of yuir
heads,If ottr ,elitirnates are'accwate,
would heliseless, because t;f.the
asymmetry of the Soviet and AmeTh

can nuclear programs'. The Soviet.
and American nuc4.ar forcesi1/4 are
mit alikein i. omposition. In the
Vast, at l,eaM, we placed heavy
reliance on our bomber, then on our
missiles and then on our subma
rines, Less that 20'':; of our capac4
is in ICBMs. The Soviet Union hds
erriphasized the ICBM component
of theie mal,ear arsenal. Their
weapons have much heavier thrust
or throw-weight than ours. They
have developed a number of new
systems, some extremely heavy,
capable of a massive interconti-
nental attack on our military forces,
others versatile, mobile, and carry-
ing many small warheads., specially
designed for hitting smaller targets
in Europe. So far, the Russians
have put more than half their nucle-
ar force in ICBMs, perhaps two-
third's by the_early 1980s. Mr.
Warnke used the figure of 7O in his
talk. ICBMs are now more aceurate
than submarine launched miSsiles,
and are therefore more.appropriate
for use against military installations
than cities and people. The prospec-
tive imbalance between Soviet and
American nuclear forties during the
next few years derives from this
basic fact; Soviet superiority in,
land bated tvitercontinental and
interme te range missiles tonsti-
tutes a missile gap."

It obvious in every context that
by 1985, taking into account: the
current programs of both sides and
the provisions of SALT TWO, our

prompt capability to destroy hard-
ened military targets (silos, com-
mand,-control and communications
centers, nuclear weapons storage
depots, and shelters for leadership
personnel) will be less than an
eighth that of the Soviet Union. The
implications 'of this grim statistic
would be compounded by the fact
that they will have at leasttwice as
many hard targets as we, each
being twire as hard as ours. When
he was here Mr. Warnke referred to
a study by ACDA purporting to
prove that tur nuclear forces were
at least as strong as those ,of the
Soviet Union. The chief weakness
of that study is that it compared the
two forces not against real targets
in the two countries, bui against an
hypothetical set of hart and soft
targets, assutried to be the same for
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eaJI (ountry's fu ( es This is nut
the ase The S( iet Union has
many,. more hard targets than the
United States This means that the
Soiet t'nion will be in a position
ery soon to destroy a major portion
of our ICBM missiles sites and
other key militav targets with a
fraction of their missile force if we
should ratify the SALT TWO. Treaty
now projeced, holding,enough
nuclear power in reserve to make an
American counterstrike against
either military or civilian targets
almost inconceivable. We should
them face the dilemma the Soviet
Union faced during.the Cuban
Missile Cnsis, and we should give
in, just as the Soviets did then. Yet
in his recent State of the Union
message, President Carter assured
us that we have nothing to Tear in
this realm, because our submarines

.. at sea could alWays blow up Soviet
cities in the event of a Sciviet first
strike against our miasile sites and
other military.. targets.. diven the
Soviet-American, nuclear relation
now projected for91(985 and the
terms of the SALT TWO lireaty,
this is ao empty threat as empty as
John Foster Dulles' doctrine of
"massive retaliation." It wou4d be
irrational for the President to give
the order to blo,up Moscow if h,e
knew that the Soviet Union had
enough nuclear power in hand to
blow up New 'York, Chicago anil
Washington. Such/ a threat had
ultimate credibility during the Fif-
ties and early Sixties, if the Soviet
Union pushed us too.far It would
have almost none by 1985, if we fail
to redress the nuclear balance

This is the most important weakness
of the argument Mr Warnke pre
sented here last June Equality in
the number of launchers cannot
guarantee either equality or stability
of real nuclear power if a superior
Soviet ICBM force can neutralize
our submarines tinder such cir
cumstances, the Soviet Uniori would
have the capacity to inflict a first
nuclear strike against American
military targets', an'd indeed to
improve its nuclear position by
doing so, even if we should strike
back blindly at Soviet cities and
populations

.

The Committee on the Present

I .

Danger has reached these harsih
' judgments about SALT TWO be-

cause in pur judgment our studies of
the sUbject, directed by Paul H.
Nitze, former Deputyl Secrelary of
Defense and SALT negotiator,
permit no other conclusian,

In July, 1977, the Committee issued
a statement whi'ch stated that even
the proposal we Aide to the Soviet
Union in March, 1977, which the
Soviet Union rejected out of hand,
was "potentially unfavorable for
the United States. Agreement on
the basis of this proPosal would not
assure crisis stability and mutual
deterrence; and its terms would
disproportionotley favor the USSR
as against the United States.".Since
March, 1977, our government, has
moved closer and closer. to the Soviet'
position, further reducing the pos-
sibility that we could preserve a
credible second-strike capability as
our ultimate deterrent. The Com-
mittee therefore concluded:

In the short run, it is unlikely I.hat
a comprehensive and safe SALT
agreement can be negOtiated. In
thelonger run, our March, proposal,'
adjuisted to remove its mere obvious
inequities to- the VS.,- miait.coriv
statute a framework for 'mutually
productive negotiations - proyided
that we meanwhile demonstrate in
action our determination, -agree-
ment or 'no agreement, to maintain
forces fully adequate to deter attack
against the U. and our allies.
This course would require us to
move forward promptly on several
pending and projected strategic
systems to restore the credibility of
our second-strike deterrent. ,

We must demonstrate that we are
firmly committed to a course of
action designed to safeguard our
strategic tnterests. Therein lies our
only hope of persuading the Soviets
that it is in their interest to nego-
tiate withinthe general provisions
of a modified U,S. comprehensive
approach.

Unfortunately, the Administration
has not followed the line recom-
mended in that statement, either
with regard to the negotiations or to
the development of the MX-mobile
missile and other weapon systems.
needed to redress the balance.

The Iterirn Agreement on Offensive
Strategic Alto's of 1972 provided
that the United States could have
1054 ICBM launchers and 656-70
subtnarine based missile launchers
and that the U.S.S.R. could have up
to 1618 ICBM launchers and 740-
950 submarine-based launchers.
The higher ceilings for SLBMs is
permitted if equivalent numbers of
pre1964 type ICBM launchers are
dismantled. The disparity in the
,number of launchers allowed wag
explained on the ground that we
were well ahead- in MIR.Ving and
accuracy, and therefore that our
real nuclear pow.er was still far
greater than that of the Soviet
Uniqp,We added that the Reno/.
Agreement only covered a five year
penod; that we could not as a prac-

tical matter increase out arsenal
before 1977; and that with the B-1
bOmber, the MX-missile, and the

/Tndent submarine we would main-
tain our lead even if the Soviet
Union caught up- to.us in the art of
MIRVing and in accuracy. Unfor-

'llinately, our advanced we.apons
programs halie been cancelled or
;-.sloWed down, and the Interim
"A gre erpen t. ha§ bepn "extencied by
executive agreement with the Soviet
Union long past its expiration slate
of 3 October, 1977, despite the pro-,
vision in the ACDA-statute Which
'declares that the United Statds
cannot accept limitations on its
n'uclear arsenal other than those

/ specified in treaties or statutes.

In approving the SALT ONE Iterim
Agreement, the United States also
relied on a series of unilateral inter-
pretations of the agreement which
the Administration put befortOe
Cbngreks when the agreement was
approved. They covered important
points on which the Soviets had
refused to agree forinally. the de-
velopment of land-based mobile
ICBMs, the definition of a heavy,
missile, and methods,for determin-
ing the ceilinit,for submarine
launched missile,. Although we
threatened to abrogate the agree.
ments if these unilateral interpreta-
tions were violated, we did not do
SO.

The Soviet Union, for example,
routinely makes and deploys the
formidable SS-20 "yariable-range"
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mobile ballistic missile which is
causing deep alarm in Europe. It is
MIRVed and ha's multiple refire
capability. It is considered an inter-
s -mediaterange missileand thus nut
technically within the 1972 Interim
Agreement. But it can'be converted
into an intemuntinental SS-16 by
adding a third stage, or by making
less dramatic chariges in its con-
figuration.

The United States had a comparable
experience with Article II of the

.11 .Interim Agreement, which purports
to restrain both sides from substi-
tuting heavy-rnissiles,for light oneg

a major concern for,tis, in view of
the Soviet lead in this area. The
'Soviet Union refused to agree to a
ciefinition of heAvy missiles. The
United States,offered rts definition
of heavy missiles as a unilateral
interpietation of the Treaty. The
Soviet Union then deployed their
SS-19, which violated our definition
of a heavy missile, and which must
have been at least in advanced'
development while the agreement
was being negotiated. We were
forced lamely to explain that. the
Soviet Union was not bound by our
interpretation of the Agreement.

T,he SALT TWO agreement has
then in negotiation.since early 1973,
under three Administrations. In
October, 1974, President Pord and
Mr. Brehznev agre'ed at Vladivostok
on a formula for the SAI.,T TWO
talks. While the Vladivostok "ac-
ord" was withdrawn, and has never
reappeared, it,clearly ippuenced the
process of negotiatioi. Under the
Vladivostok formula, the new
agreement woulcrset a limit for the
total number of offensive delivery
veh.iclei, including ICBMs, sub-
marine launched vehicles, and
heavy bombers and sublimit on the
number.of missiles which could be
MIRVed Negotiations were stalled
for two years after VIadiVostok,
primarily because we pressed to
include the Soviet Backfire bomber
within the limits set by the Treaty,
and the Soviets pressed to include
the American cruise missile pro-
gram, The Backfiie bomber - slightly
smaller than our B-1 bomber -
versatile modern weapons, system
capable of attacking targets any-
where in the United Sta'tes without

refueling if it landed in Cuba ur
soine other third country. It can, uf
course, bezefueled.

The Carter Administration can-
called dr cut back the weapons
development programs approved
during the,Nixon and Ford Admini-
strations, and broke thruugh the
stalemate in the SALT TWO talks
by accepting the Soviet position on.'

, the Backfire and the cruise missiles.
At the present time, BaCkfires are
excluded and cruise missiles are
included.

The initial proposals of the Carter
Administration shOwed great prom-
,ise, although they wQre in them-
selves inadequate fully to proteN
the American interest. In March,
1977, the -United States suggested
rules which would go beyond count-
ing launchers-, and limit more
important aspects of riuclear power

throw-weight, warheads, and the
process pf MIRVing. The Soviet
Union srornfully and publicly re-
jected the American proposal. We
promptly abandoned it, and came
back with a series of,coffers, each
closer than its predecessors to the
$oviett position. The Soviet Union
made no Proposals at all\ntil a few
weeks befdre the 1972 Aareement
was due to expire. They naturally
exploited what they sensed was the
Adminic ration's eagerness to
obtai ac agr 'ent. Since October,
197- the nominal expiration date of
the Interim Agreement, we hkve
made our own bargaining situat/n
worse by constantly stressing how
disastrous it would be not to have a
SAM TWO agreement, and how
rea0.we are to make concessions.

According to statements by-Admin-
istration spokesmen and uncon-
tradicted leaks, the SALT TWO
Treaty will consist of a Treaty, a
Protocol, and a Statement of Prin-
ciples. The Treaty would expire on
December 31, 1985, the Ptocol on
a date not yet agreed in 1g81, either
June 30 or December 31. The State-
ment of Principles concerns the
agenda for_the negotiktions of SALT
THREE and has no terminal date.

The key provisioriof th8 SALT
TWO treaty is that each side would
be permitted to have the same
number of strategic nuclear launch
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vehicles 2,400 until a date in 1982,
and then 2,250. Within this limit,
there is a sublimit of 1,320 on the
numb'er of launchers carrying
multiple indepenaently-targeted
reentry vehicles (MIRV's) ICBM's,
SLBM's, and aircraft equipped to
carry -air launched cruise missiles
(ALCM's) with a range greater than
600 icilumeters. At this writing,
there is still reported to be a dispute
lietween,the Arnrican and Soviet
negotiators as to 'whether all armed
cruise missiles should be coered, or
only cruise missiles armed with

,e--'nuclear weapons.

There are two further sublimit,s
within the category of 1,320 MIRVed
launchers: (1) a limit of 1,200 on the
number of MIRVed ICLIM launchers

- plus MIRVed SLIV1 launchers; and
(2) a sublirnit of 820 on t number of
MIRVed ICBM launch rs. Within
that limit of 820, the S wiet Union
would be allowed to hase a number
of fixed modern larg ballistic-
missile launchers (MLBM) equal to
their present force in this category,
eithei4308 or 326. This force includes
the formidable Soviet SS-18's, which
we believe now car,ry up to 10 sep-
ahate megaton-range warheads.
The SS-18 and SS-19 are capable of
destroying protected missile hous-
ings and command centers. When
fully deployed, the Somiets SS-18-
force by itself could destroy more
than 90 per cent of our land-based
missile force, which consists of 54
Titans, 450 Minuteman II's, and
550 Minuteman III's, at ;tone blow.
The United States now has no such
weapons, and the treaty wctuld deny
the United States the rightlo build
any fisting the treaty period.

The treaty contains a number of
limits on the modificqion of existing
ICBM's, primarily the-rule that any
test of an ICBM with more reentry
vehicles (RV's) than had previously
been tested will cause it to be classi-
fied as a "new type".

Limited modifications of existing
types of ICBMs are permitted.
However, any test of.an ICBM with

, inure RVs than has been previously
tested on that type of ICBM will
cause it to be classified as a "new
type." The U.S. has tested 7 RVs on
the MINUTEMAN III on two oc-



casions, altli.ough it is deploy('d
with only' 3 RVs. It has recerItly
been reported thAt the Soviet Union
has accepted our position with
respect to preserving the option for
deph-iyment of 7 Me:s on MINNLTE-
MAN III without, such a variant
counting as a "new type." There
are, however, no plans Co )- oceed
with the deploy,ment of uch a
variant. In any caEe, the deployment
of 7 substantially lower yield RVs
on MINUTEMAN IP would not
inciease the aggregate I-lard target
kill capability of MINUTEMAN
Ikls so equipped over MINUTEMAN
Ills each equipped withN3 Mark-12A
warheads The Soviet Uniori has
testedirltVs on the SS-17, 6 RVsion
the SS-19, and 10 RVs on the SS-18.
Testing of certain other types of
modifications will alsocause an
ICBM to be classed as a "new type."
The sides have agreed that each
side will be permitted to flight test
and deploy one' "new type" ICBM
(MIRVed or unMIRVO) during the
Treaty period. There is no limit to
the number of "new type" SLBMs
which the sides are permitted to test
and deploy during the life of the
Treaty Jlt has recently been reported
that the Soviet sido has requested a
further exemption' from the "new
type- rule f'or missiles smaller than
the missiles-they would replate.

ii3ecause of the delays iii, our MX
program, however, there is no pos-
sibility thtet the Mited States can
deplou "new type" TCRM prior to
the expiration of the Treaty

The Soviet Union has Made great
progress in fractionating its war-
heads, including those targeted
against Europe which do not come
under the treaty. There is agreement
that the treaty should establish a
limit of 14 RV's per mis:tile for
submanne-launched missiles. There
is-no agreement as yet for the num-
ber of cruise missiles on a single
aircra ft. IF
Vnited Staks B 52's in( luding those
in storage and our I 13 1 test aircraft
and Soviet Bisons and Bears are to
be «,unted as heavy bombers for
purposes of the treaty. The Soviet
Backfire bomber, much discussed in
the negotiations, will not be counted,
although it is (-apable of reaching
targets throughout the United

States, an'd is being produced
steadily,

The treaty does not attempt to limit
number of missiles or warheads

ay.be produced and stored
ductions" in the Soviet-

eployed. nuclear force required by
the treaty need.not result in the
destruction of the weapons, but
only their transference to a ware-
house.

Both sides have agreed that neither
side will take any action-owhich
would circumvent the purposes of
the agreement. This proviswn raises
serious problems with regard to the
possible transfer of cruise missiles
or cruise-missile teclinplogy to our
allies. Whether this question has
been satisfactorily rcsolved
negotiations is mit now clear.
\irnilarly, there is agreement that
each side would refrain frOm inter-
fering with the other side's national
means of verification. Here, too
damaging controversies have al-
rAdy developed, particularly with
regard to Soviet encoding of "tele-
metry," which would enable them
to circumvent. our monitoring
devices.

The--Kotocol- would ban the flight
te-sting or deployment of mobile
ICMB's and the deploymen't of
ground- and sea-launched cruise
missiles with a greater range than
600 kilometers during a three-ye&
period. At this time, the provisions
with respect to ground-and 'sea-
launched cruise missiles, of special

- concern to our NATO allies, are
reported to be still under-negotiation.

From the layman's, point of view,
there are two basic 4.13jections to the
Treaty now in prospect, one techni-
cal and the other political. The
technical objection is that the-Treaty
would lqck us into a position of
inferiority in the nuclear balance,
and deny us the only av.ailable
means to restore that balance
quickly, during the tense and dif

I ficult period between now and 1985,
when the credibilfty of our nuclear
deterrent is in doubt. The political
objection is that the effect of a
SALT TWO Treaty would be to
reassure the Administration and
public opinion about our immunity
from Soviet coercion, aNk make it
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more difficult to obtain the aptTro-
priatirs necessary to restore and'
Maintain our nuclear and conven-
tional deterrent forces.

As Mr. Warnke made clear to -yoq
last June, the Administration case
for SALT TWO rests on the piloposi-
tion ttiat the emerging -Soviiet
capacity to destroy our hardened
ICBM silos is not really a.matter 6f
.concern becaiise notould respond
by destroying theiepeople and their
cities from our submarines. I have
already discussed this argument.
The possibility of our using suk
marine launched missiles to attack
Soviet cities, always dubious, is
now rapidly close to the mamin of
futility.

In addition, SALT TWO would
inhibit us from reestablishing our
second-strike capability against
hardened military targets - in the.

current state of the muclear balance,
the Fetalia r y possibility which
has the most credibility as a deter-
rent, and as an .option for action if
deterrence fails.

To deal with the threat of a Soviet
first-strike capacity, and to restore
The strategic. balance generally by
the early 1980's, will not be easy or

'cheap. The President's decisions to
cancel or delay the B-1 bomber, the
MX missile, and the Trident sub-
marine make it nearly impossible
for those weapons to be available
before the late 1980's, even assuming
that the decisions against them ar
rev.ersed. It probably would ta
nearly as long, and cost nearly as
much, to deal with the problem in
the short run by reviving the pro-
duction of Minuteman .III's (or B-
52's). The Minqternan HI production
line has been closed recentlY. Arid a
crash program along these lines, or
its equivalent, would be prevented
by the numerical ceilings established
in SALT TWO.

At this time, it seems probable that
\ the Treaty would also prevent the

United States from adopting.the
only feasible "quick fix- for dealing
with the problem, the promising
plan for deploying missiles using a
multiple aim-point system (MAPS),
the so-called "shell game.- It has
recently been named the Multiple
Vertical Protective Shelter (MVPS)



System. Under this bropo. al-r-the
United States wutild cum ct a
large number of vertical pr eetive
shelters, each capable of holding an
ICBM and its laurn. her. Some would
be empty. The missiles would be
moved periodically, to maketa first-
strike 'against them highly prob-
lematical. According to reports, the
Soviet Unionhas rejected an Amer-
ican inquiry about the compatibility
of this idea with the treaty.

These are the basic iteasons why
critics have said that SALT TWO..
would freeze us in a position of
inferiOrity, and deny us an oppor-
tunity to redress the balance before
the critical period of the early 1980's,
when all the indices w(zuld'haVe
turned againstl5s.

I remarked earlier that the milrtary
ctssumptions un the basis of which
we ratified the SALT QJE agree-
ments have no4,4 turned out tu be in
error. L t me recapitulate those
puint.s, to, nderline their importance:
First, and most basic, we have
continued to live by the McNamara
Doctrine of mutual assured destruc-
tion; the:Soviets have not. This fact
permeates every aspect of the
problem, and completely alters the
nature of deterrence.

Secondly, the Soviet Union has
moved ahead rapidly in MIRVing
their missiles, and improving their
accuracy. These two changes bring
out the increasing irrelevance of the..
measures of nuclear equality used
in SALT TWO. The Treaty regulates
the number of deployed launchers'-
which, by the way, are not thus far
defiMd in the Treaty, becau they
are difficult to distinguish rom
boosters. The real measures of
effective nuclear power must deal
also with the number of warheads;
the throw-weight of missiles, and
their destructive power for various
uses. The Soviet Union now regu-
larly deploys land-based intercon-
tinental Missiles, with as many as
8-1() warheads, although ours are
equipped with no niore than 3. We
know also that the host warheads
in the Soviet arsenal have more
than 20 times the destructive power
of Poseidon warheads, our most
numerous type. -

Third, our earlier

bombers is rapidly disappearing,
due to the development dale Soviet
Backlire, the cancellation of uur B-1
bomber, and the'deyelupment uf
Soyiet passive and activ! defenses.

Fourth, there are disquieting reports
of Soviek progress both in anti-
submarikie warfare and In the
deVeloprrient of anti-satellite weap-
ons. The signiAcance of these reports
requires no emphasis. The cancella-
tion of .B-1 production and the
approaching vulnerability of our
land-based)CUMs puts more and
more responsibility on our sub-
marine fleet. And uur satellites are
critical both to-the possibility of
verifying compliance wiith SALT
TWO, and to many other functias
of our military-, intelligence.

Firth, the.dev elopment of Sov iet
missile and cOnventional force
programs has increased thc threat
tu.Western Europe astronomically.
It -brings within reach the Soviet
stiategic goal qf separating Europe
from the Unitetl States, and achiev-
ing the neutralizatip of Europe,
Pie liquidation of NATO, and the
withdrawal 'of the United States

from Euwpe and the Mediterranean.
Such a catastrophe would lead
Japan and China to draw the neces-
sary conclusions, and result in the
comRlete ii4olation uf the United
States. .

Finally, the past few years have
witnessed the development of Soviet
capacity to fire missiles from fac-
tories, warehoUses, or other "soft"
launchers The Soviet Union is now
deploying between 100 to 200 mis-
siles a year ks ,replacements for
older systems-. 4-

What these developments ean, in
the context of the SALT TW prob-
lem, is that technological de elop-
ments have made the SALT
approach obsolete. Restrictions on
the. number of deployed launc ers
can no longer serve as a roug and
ready index of real nucle ower.
SALT TWO is measuring the wrong
things. Its rules could not asSure
stability and equality or "parity" in
the nuclear relation between the
Soviet Union and the United States.
No situation can be Considered
stable if it can be changed in hours

ad v antage iii ,. by the movement uf missiles from

(warehouses to launchers, by t1.10'
firing of missiles.Trorn.ware u .es
or factories, ur, indeed, by the tra -
formation of an iniermediate range
Soviet missile into an interconti-
nental missile byvilding a booster.
At thrs stage of nuclear technology,
national means of verification can-
not monitor most of the important
variables of nuclear power. Accept-
ing the SALT TWO approach would
serve only to delay our recognition
of the real situation during the
shortperiod we have left to restore
our basic defenses.

In short, all the cards in the nuclear
deck are now jokers.

In 1972, it was urged th rt the agreed
ceilings for some laun hers in the
Interim Agreement c d no great
harm. Our second strike capability

(")was still credible t a- some threats
because we were ah .ad in MIRVing
and accuracy., and in bombers, and ,..."
.therefore in real nuclear power,

,

despite the Soviet advantage-4c the
numbeik of launthers and in throw-
weight. This is not the case in 1979.
The Soviet Union has at least nar-
rowed our lead, and perhaps caught
up with us in MIRVing and in
accuracy, and translated its ad-van-
tage in throw weight into an om-
inous threat to our military targets.
The Soviet Union is far stronger
today and will be even further ahead .
tomorrow, in accurate, MIRVed,
hea.vy throw weight ICBMs of
enormous destructive power. A
small fraction- of that force could
destroy our ICBMs arid other vital
military targets. Our'advantage in
bombers is. fading fast because of
our cancellation of the B-1, the
development of the Soviet Backfire,
And the strength of Soviet active
,and passive air defense measures.

The net result is to put an enormous
questipn mark over our second strike
capability, which should always be
clear and credible beyond perad-
venture of doubt. Could the strength
of the Soviet ICBM f.orce neutralize
our submarines and perhaps our
bombers as well? That is a key
question.

Paul Nitze remarked recently that
the "the SALT experience reflects a
basic antithesis. A colleague Iikens
the transactional relatio to court-
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ship between a rich.badulor and an
acquisitiN.e beauty each aspiring to
wedloLk, but he for matrimony and
she with alimony in mind. Both
sides in SALT want a pact but for
distrepant aims our side to neu-

*tralize the nuclear strategic factor
overhanging international politics,-
the'other side to narl down stratagic
primacy so as to be in position to
direct the course of international
politics.

"To be sure, SALT is not the source
of all our troubles. The B1 bomber
cancellation, slippage in our TRI-
DENT and MX 'programs, and
vC,affling on neutron technology - to
name three instances - are not
attributable to the SALT connection.
Yet a tendency exemplified in them
is coinmon to our SALT approach -
a tendency to subordinate security
policies to hopes for advancing
arms control rather than s'haping
arms control policies to our security
needs."

In the light of what has happened
since SALT ONE, I conclude that
we should judge SALT TWO ein the
terms of President Kennedy's wry
comment. "If you are cheated once,
it is their fault. But if you are cheated
twice,.it is yours."

The Administration's ultimate ar-
gument in favor of obtaining a
SALT Treaty is an argument un-
worthy of Americans. It is an
argument of fear that even a bad
SALT Treaty is better than no
Treaty at all. We are told that if we
reject the Treaty now in prospect
the Soviet Union would accelerate
its present military building pro-
grams, and behave even more
aggressively in international poli-
tics. SALT, Administration spokes-
men say, is the only "positive"
element in the Soviet-American
relationship, and the rejection of
SALA' would set back the possibili-
ties of a more stable relationship
with the Soviet Union for years to
come.

If the SALT negotiations are the
only "positive" element in the
Soviet-American relationship,
should that fact give rise to the
suspicion that the Soviet Union is
using the SALT negotiation as a
device to lull us while.they proceed

to achieve a position of irreN.ersible
superiority, and consolidate an
empire on an unchallengeable scale?

But the whole idea is a profound
illusion. The Soviet Union's drive
foriominion has been proceeding
at an accelerating pace for years,
limited mit by SALT but by its
calculation of what the American

, response would be to each of its
successive moves on the chess board
of world politics. The leaders of the
Sovi6t Union stop when they con-
front ulacceptable risk. Only we
cling to he'myth that the "detente"
we proclaimed in 1972 has any
substance. The Soviet's openly talk
of it as a tdctie, a strategem. "Nego-
tiation" has not been substittited
for "confrontation", the Cold War
is not over, but worse than ever. Of
course the Soviet Union could deploy
many missilesoow housed in ware-
houses, and put more war-heads on
the heavy-throw weight missiles it
possesses in such abundance. Bat,
such actions woula only force. us to
confront the reality now concealed
by the limitaticoS and uncertainties
of our intelligence, and by our
unwillingness to face the worldas it.
is. Can the Soviet Union increase
its nuclear arsenal more rapidly
than its present rate of 8% a year? It
is doubtful that it could do much
better, without reducing other com-
ponents of its military program, In
any eventwe have the economic
power ,to meet the Soviet challenge,
once we acknowledge it for what it
is.

If the Senate rejctsjie SA4T TWO
agreements, itQiffd mean that we
have finally reached a nalional
consensus on the nature and impli-
cations of the Soviet policy of
expansion and of the military build-
up which is its motor. On that basis,
and only on that basis, we could
rapidly develop the political and
military programs ,required to deal
with, the problem..

fjowo.rer passive and bemused
American opinion may seem.today,
the ultiynate political reality is quite
different. The American people will
rise to the task with passion when
they realize what the Soviet Union
is doing and trying to do. We shall
never submit to Soviet domination

2,C

in the pattern Ftriland and Poland
must accept. If our moment of
awakening comes too late, there^
will be nothing left to do but fight,
no matter what the odds may be.
That is the psychological truth the
Soviet leaders should never ignore.

The course of wisdom in our policy
is to confroni the unpleasant reality
now, while it is still feasible to
protect our national interests in
peace by effective military deter-
rence and pdlitical programs of
alliance solidarity. The debate over
the ratification of6ALT TWO offers
us the best possible opportunity for
achieving this decisive turn in
American opinion and 'policy. We
cannot afford to delay, and hesitate
and wonder any longer. irreversible
changes jn the, structure of world
politics are takirig place. If we allow
them, to 'happen, we shall face a
time of 'Thloo0sweat, and tears."

The irony is,that there is no need for
us to be defeatist about the Soviet
bid for dominance as the wave of

, the future. The Soviet Union is a
weak and vulnerable society, despite
its formidable military machine:,
Together, we, the Europeans, the
Japanese, the Chinese, and a num-.
ber of smaller hations around the
world have more than enough power
to restore' the peace without war,
through concerted alliance diplo-
ma6y hacked by adequate deterrent
military force, both strategic 'and
conventional. What is lacking is the
political will.to fOrge a policy for the
wo'rld of the 1980s as energetic,
confideni, and calm as the policy
President Truman and Secretary of
State Acheson established a gener-
ation ago. Only such a policy could
arrest the slide towprds anarchy
ancrstabilize world politics again.

SALT TWO could not contribute to
the revival of such a policy. Its
rejection, however, should be a
vigorous first step in that direction.

7



Followmg the presentations by Dr.
Davul Tarr and Dr. Eugene Rostow
presentations fundamentally at
odds with present United States
Government stVegic arms policies
.--questions from the floor indicated
three principal areas of concern. A
basic issue revolved around Saiet
attitudes toward the possibility of
fighting and winning a nuclear
war. This included uncertainties
regarding the actual extent of
devastation that might result from
a puclear conflict and the actual
credibility of strategic .nuclea'r
deterrence. A most'importirspect
of this was the political-military
significahce of America's transition
from superiority to parity, or per-
haps, something less than parity in
this sphere.

This discussion pxoduced a parallel
line of inquiry involving "nuts and
bolts" problems. These involved the
extent of Ruasia's conventional
arms buildup, the potential benefit
of deployn3ent of United States
cruise missiles, and the cost of an
increased American strategic in-
vestment advocated by critics of
present levels.

Finally, a degree of fruAration was
expressed over the seeming paradox
of proposed alternatives or additions
to a SALT TWO agreement. With or
without SALT, would not the nu-
clear arms race continue? Even if
second strike capability could be
maintained without an arms spiral,
would not this fuel a weapons race
in conventional weapons? With this
constant escalation, was there any
ultimate possibility for world peace?

Responses by Dr. Rostow and Dr.
Tarr, while not at variance in their
main thrust, indicated differing
points of emphasis. The basic
premise of Dr. Rostow and the Com-
mittee on the Present Danger is
that America is losing the capability
of mounting a lethal second strike
because we have permitted the
nuclear balance to tilt against us.
Thus, they believe that unless and

DISCUSSION

until the balance is restored we war, the soviet Union would prefer
shall be unable to illach equitable or to have its adversary concede He
safe agreements ith the Soviets. stated that the Soviet Union's
Dr. Tarr places less emphasis on intention is to accumulate nuclear
the exact state 'of comparative strength sufficiently intimidating
nugear power, stressing instead the and overwhelming to enable it to
profqund effect of the United States *achieve all policy goals by negotia-
descent from nude& superiority tok tion, ultimatum, or the use of con-
billançe (6 i. something close to it). ventional force. The problem we
In his view this parity has weakened face was described long ago by
the deterrent value of nuclear Thucydides who said, "In huma
weapons for protection of our allies. disputations, justice is only 3gfd
One result has been that the issue Of on when the necessity is equar
SALT TWQ has become less rele- Whereas, they filet have the odds of
vant compared to the juxtaposition power exact as much as they can,
of conventional arms and othei and the weak yield to such condi-
areas of competition between the-` tions as they can get."
superpowers.

Both speakers agreed that the Soviet
Union does not want nuclear war.
Both, however, emphasized that the
Soviet Union is pursuing pkograms
of eixpansion which threaten United
States interests, and that Soviet
perceptions regarding nuclear
weapons are dangerously different
from those of the United States.

Dr. Tarr believes Soviet statements
abouVighting and winning a
nuclear war should be taken at face
value. Unlike the United States, the
Soviet Uni6IN4s riot concede first
strike to the other side. If war comes,
the Soviets hope to fight with tacti-
cal nuclear weapons or perhaps
only With conventional forces.
However, if strategic nuclear arms
are introduced, Soviet military
planning accepts and includes thfs
and has prepared routinized tactics
to fight such a war. Dr. Tarr dis-
counted suggestions that Moscow
shares W,ashington's view that;nuclear ar is necessarily an un-
acceptab cataclysm.. Statements
of this nature from Russian solirces,
for example, might be sincere but
also could be directed toward Amer-
ican prejudices and could be con-
cocted to undermine the willingness
of the Unfted States to counter
Soviet threats.

Dr. Rostow endorsed Dr. Tarr's
view that rather than fight a nuclear

.Discussion of nuclear war casualty
estimates involved macabre totals
running from 5 to 100 million,
depending on whether 'weapons
installatiOns or cities were the
target. At issue was the credibility
of the threat of massive retaliation.
Simply put, is a threat to incinerate
an adversary.'s cities and kill. 100
million people over a dispute in
Asia or Africa (or even Western
Europe) really believeable? Is it
credible even in a direct confronta-
tion between Washington and Mos-
cow on a vital issue? Is the threat of
one side more credible than that of
the other?

Dr. Rostow developed the &Ens
that when lane side (the United
States) enjoyed nuclear monopoly
or superiority, that capacity tok
restrain or threaten imposed terrible
uncertainty and risk upon an adver-
saryeven when it did not carry
absolute credibility. Such uncer-
tainty clearly played role in the
Cuban missile crisis and earlier
crises of the Cold War. Contrariwise,
with the loss of American superi-
ority, deterrence has weakened
under a parity-induced "certainty"
thait each side could retaliate mas-
sively and mortally. Orte apparent
result of this development was
4merican inability to inhibit deci-
sively Soviet and ChineSe involve-
ment in Vietnam. Dr. Rostow
concluded that the loss-of American



nuclear superiority meant thy loss
ofl our ability to dictate thc lev0 of
violence that a confrontation with
Moscow would take. According to
Dr Tarr, the achieement of nuclear

'paraty by the Russians has.profound
political-military significante. To
the extent that stalemate cancels
out each ide's strategic nuclear
weapons, the issue of SALT TWO
could becoine less relevant then
issues of the balance of-conventional
and tactiial nuclear forces deployed
in areas of vital interest to the
superpowers.

Moving to the area of arms capabil-
ities and costs, Di-. Rostow stated
that the Soviet arms buildup has
represented an annual increase of
between 5 and 8 percent in real
terms for more than a decade and a
half. He pointed out that this Soviet
activity was especially ominous in
view of the large size Orthe initial
armament base and the compound-
ing effect of this increase over a
substantial time span.

The Committee on the Present
I)anger states that" America's second
striR'e capabilityour ability to
retaliate devastatingly after ab-
sorbing a Soviet attackis endan-
gereib It opposes SALT TWO as,
cwimpounding this deterioration of
our strategic position. Dr. Rostow
does not believe that the.deploy-
ment of cruise missiles in B-52s
would counter this threat. He pointed
out that the cruise missile is still al
ns,w and experimental weapon
whose vulnerability to antimissile
fire has not yet been determined. If
this systern .. proves vulnerable, so
too would United States second
strike capability

them. However, the same percentage
did not believe the Soviets could be
trusted to_keep agreements and was
willing toiAy more taxes to keep up
with the Russians. In the event the
Senate refuses approval of SALT
TWO, Dr. Rostow was confident
Congress would augrrivri\t those
increased defense appropr'ations1

cked by the President an Con-
gr ssjonal leadership. He n ted
mounti_ng public concern o rer
national security which could e
mobilized to augmeont traditiom l
Congressional willingness to sup-,,
port any defense appropriations

*which the Preysident demonstrated
were necessary.

Would not a Senhte rejection of
SALT TWO simply continue the
nuclear arms race?. With or without
SALT-, neither speaker was opti-
mistic. Dr. Rostow favored continu-
ing SALT negotiations but felt that
the United States must.,restore its
strategic position during the process
to avoid the dangers of bargaining
froen a position of weakness. He
saw no alternative to continuing to
match Soviet weapons advances
with our own as long as the Soviets
yersisted in an aggressive strategy
of seizing opportunities and exploit-
ing areas of weakness on a global
scale. Dr. 'pares response was even
more somber. He differentiated
between arms control, which we
pursue, and disarmament, which
we have not seriously attempted,
and pointed out that an arms con-
trol policy stiill meant high levels of
armaments on both sides. At best,
those arsenals would be stable and
offsetting. He concltuled that even
more.than Soviet expansion, the
inherent nature of nuclear tech-

installed, there is no final solution
to the onward march of technology.
As lung as the naipn-state system
prevails, the n elear weapon with
spiraling addi ions to its capability
and versatil seems unlikely to be
eliminated.

In a valedictory comment on wheth-
er constant escalation ultimately
made world conflagration inevi-
.table, Dr. Rostow argued for stnct
adherence to the rules of the United
Nations Charter regarding the
international use of force. To ac-
complish this, we should abjurethe
condition wherein the United States
and its allies respect the Charter,
but the other side does not. We
should announce an "eye for an
eye" policy calling for the Russians
and all other countries to adhere to
the Charter or see the West abandon
it. Since the rules of the Charter are
in the mutual interest of all coui -
tries, Dr. ,Rostow believed such a
policy by the United States stoad
some chance of, success. The altV-
native, he suggested, could be a.-
worsening of present conditions of
anarchy and chaos, and a dangerous
slide, toward general war.

The Committee on the Present Danger
is a non profit. non partisoc educational
organization of citizens founded in
I976. The basic purpose of-the Com-
mittee is to "facilitate a national dis-
cussion of the foreign and national
security pulw:es of the United States
directed toward a secure peace and

nology was at the root of the dis- freedom." Its membership is limited tie
If the scales of nuclear balance armament problem. Today's offen- t/..pse prn ate life and doemwt include

o thave, in fact, tilted against the sive weapons technology requires" electal r appointed full ime federal or
oUnited States, are post-Proposition both sides to rely on deterrence. state officials r active candidates for

Thirteen Americans willing to pay Only if technology/ could be chan- public office

the cost's of regaining our s_econd_ neled into delensi-ve_w_eapons !
\ strike capability? Estimating the

costs of "restoring the balance as
quickly as possible" at $5 billion a
year, Dr. Rostow supported his belief
that Americans would accept addi-
tional taxes for this purpose by a
recently conducted Wisconsin poll.
This iridicated about 70 percent
favored negotiating with the Soviets
and reaching agreements with

competition could we conceive-Of an.
environment in which disarmament
of offensive-weapons could be con-
templated. Ironically, at this stage,
deployment of defensive weapons
could, by withdrawing one's cities
as hostages to the opponents' second
strike, be seen as a signal of offen-
sive intuit And draw a preemptive
strike. Even if defenses could be

71u, Institute of World Affairs of The
University of Wisconsin Milwaukee
engage.s in a wide range of public educa-
tion programg designed to broaden the'
knowledge and understanding of the
.students. &cult). and the ewnmunity in
the fidd of world affair.s.
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WINGSPREAD

The budding Frank Lloyd Wnght called
Wingspread, situated on a roiling prairie site just
north of Racine, Wisconsin, was designed on
1938 as a residence for the Johnson family. In
1%0, through the gift of Mr. and Mrs. H. F.
Johnson, it became the headquarters of The
Johnson Foundation and began its career as
an educational conferenc4 center.

In the years since, it has been the setting for
many conferences and, meetings deahng with
subjects of regival, national, and international

..

ermitia.

\

t

interest It is the hope of the Ftundation's o

trustees that Wingspread will take its place
increasingly as a national institution devoted to
the free exchahge of ideas among people.

The rolling expanse of the Midwestern prairies
was considered a natural setting for Wingspread'.
in the limitless earth the architect envisioned a
freedom and movement. The name Wingspre4I
was an expression of the nature of the house,
reflecting aspiration through spread wings a

symbol of soaring inspiration
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The Jkin son Foundation encoura es the
examination of a variety of problems, fcfcing the

IcTialuest, the Nation, and mankmd. In the belief
that responsible analyses and proposals shbukl
reach a substantial audience, The Johnson
Foundation assists in the publication of various
papers and reports. Publication, of course,
does not imply approval.

r- United States Secunt , Sower Challenge,
report of a Fyingsprea ne U9 onuenea in w ,
1978 by the Institute of Wor fAYfairs of the

"University of Wisconsin Mi Nkee and the..
United States Department of pte in cooperation
with The Johnson Found. . i presents positions
other than those reported in this publication
Copies of both reports may be obtained from The
Johnson Foundation, Racine, Wisconsin 53401
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